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Abstract 
Context: 7 million athletes participate in high school sports annually. Approximately 1 million 
of these athletes participate in football, which is associated with repetitive head impacts. 
Concussion literature suggests sub-concussive impacts may lead to declines in brain function 
across a season of football. Furthermore, recent research suggests following clinical concussion 
recovery, metabolic and neurophysiological recovery may not be complete. 
Objective: The purpose of this study was to monitor head impacts and cognitive function during 
(72hour, asymptomatic) and after concussion and longer term over a full football season (pre-
season, mid-season, post-season). 
Participants: 106 male adolescent (46 football-athletes, 42 controls for football-athletes, 9 
concussed-athletes, 9 controls for concussed-athletes). 
Outcome measures: The Head Impact Telemetry System encoder was used to track the location 
and magnitude of head impacts during football participation. Psychophysiology was measured 
using Electroencephalography and was quantified using a 256 channel system to record brain 
activity during an auditory oddball task.  All Participants completed Axon neurocognitive 
testing, clinical reaction time task (CRT), symptom inventory and two Health Related Quality of 
Life Surveys (Health Behavior Inventory, Satisfaction with Life) throughout the above testing 
time-points.  
Results: Football-athletes sustained a mean of 482 head impacts during all practices and games. 
Mixed measures ANOVA indicated a significant decrement on one BNA output score, Target 
amplitude, with lower post-season scores (p<0.05). No other BNA output scores, Axon, CRT, 
SWL, or HBI measurements showed significant deficits post-season (p>0.05). Furthermore, P3a 
amplitudes were significantly larger and N2 latency was longer during post-season testing. 
Mixed measured ANOVAs indicated no significant deficits in BNA output scores, Axon 
performance, CRT, and HRQOL, for concussed and matched controls across post-injury time 
points. Additionally, there was a significantly longer P3a latency post-season latencies across 
groups and smaller P3a amplitudes at post-season for concussed compared to controls (p<0.05). 
Conclusion: Overall, these findings suggest electrophysiology changes between pre and post-
season testing among football athletes and control participants without concussion, with the 
majority demonstrating improved cognitive function. Therefore, no negative effects may be 
associated with repeated head impacts in one season of football. Furthermore, no cognitive 
deficits were present during asymptomatic testing following concussion.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Statement of problem 
Adolescent sport participation has been shown to improve perceived quality of life,1 and 
benefit cognitive functioning.2 With increased concern for stagnation of physical activity in 
youth, the benefits of sports participation are vital for health related outcomes. In the United 
States, it is estimated that 7 million athletes participate in high school sports annually.3 
Consequently, due to the physical nature of contact sports, athletes are at greater risk to sustain 
an injury than a non-sport participating adolescent. High school athletes sustain roughly 2.6 
injuries per 1,000 athlete exposures per year.4 Of those injuries, on average 23.1% of all high 
school injuries are concussions.4  
Furthermore, roughly 1 million adolescent athletes participate in high school football 
alone.4 As such, football has the highest overall incidence of injuries compared to all sports with 
an estimated 600,000 injuries sustained a year.4 In particular, it has been estimated that high 
school football athletes sustain 6.4 concussions per 10,000 athlete exposures.5    
Football participation also results in a high number of head impacts. While a concussion 
may occur in following some impacts, the majority are considered sub-concussive. Sub-
concussive head impacts are impacts that do not produce a discernable injury and more notably 
do not elicit a clinical presentation of a concussion, but may demonstrate harmful brain effects.6 
A high school football athlete sustains an estimated 650 head impacts per player per season.7-9 
Further, there is a significant concern regarding the quantity of head impacts sustained over the 
course of a football career, and as a result any negative effects head impacts impose on brain 
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health. Recent research suggests sub-concussive impacts may result in negative brain function 
changes.10-14 In particular, Talavage et al14 examined the brain functioning of high school athletes 
following sub-concussive head impacts sustained during a football season using a standard 
cognitive test for concussion and functional MRI measures while completing visual working 
memory tasks. These authors14 reported decreased brain activation in the dorsal lateral prefrontal 
cortex.  Results from the study found neurocognitive and neurophysiologic deficits in individuals 
without a reported concussion, and therefore raises concerns regarding the effects of repeated 
head impacts on brain function.14 Cognitive declines were associated with the number of head 
impacts athletes sustained in the week prior to imaging.14 The authors noted that the study 
participants were likely to continue to participate in football, even though brain changes were 
found because of the lack of concussion symptoms present. In addition, Bazarian et al15 studied a 
small cohort of high school hockey and football athletes and measured white matter changes in 
the brain using Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI). The study concluded significant white matter 
changes were present following pre-season and post-season testing in athletes compared to 
controls.15 The above studies use advanced neuroimaging techniques to demonstrate changes in 
brain activation following repeated head impacts. Monitoring brain activity following a cognitive 
stimulus, may further add to the sub-concussive body of literature. More specifically, EEG 
research has been used to understand the neural process following concussion, in which recovery 
patterns were demonstrated. EEG may be sensitive enough to be used to monitor brain activity 
following repeated head impact exposure, and measure the cognitive effects of sub-concussive 
head impacts impose on brain health.  
Following repeated head impact exposure, concussions can occur. Research has 
suggested that those with a concussion history are 2-5.8 times more likely to sustain another 
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concussion.16,17,18 As such, there is concern for properly returning athletes back to sports 
participation to decrease the risk of repeat injury, and decrease the risk of sustaining a more 
severe secondary injury. Furthermore, youth athletes, in particular, are a population of concern 
with beginning contact sport participation at a young age and accumulating numerous head 
impacts over a playing career. Research has suggested following a concussion, adolescent 
athletes may have a prolonged recovery compared to adults with a greater number of reported 
symptomatic days (7 to 15 days).19, 20 Additionally, since the brain is still developing during high 
school, there is a greater concern for the effects concussions have on cognitive function 
throughout the recovery process. 21-23  
Concussion management remains a subjective process with a clinical evaluation serving 
as the best diagnostic tool. Concussion sideline assessments are used largely as aides to measures 
cognitive deficits following injury.24 Following acute concussion, immediate deficits in cognition 
and motor control are noted.25-27 The majority of these deficits return back to pre-season levels 
within 7 to 10 days of injury,28 However, research has suggested that despite improvements in 
cognitive performance following injury, persistent effects may still exist following clinical 
recovery.29 This suggests that despite being asymptomatic and returning back to pre-season 
clinical assessment testing scores, athletes may not be completely recovered. Therefore, 
increasing the risk of repeat injury and secondary injury complications.  Improving the 
sensitivity of brain function assessment techniques may assist in decreasing the risk of repeat 
injuries during the critical concussion recovery period,30 as well as decreasing the number of 
poor outcomes following returning to athletics too soon.31 Therefore, it is necessary to develop 
and further enhance current assessment tools to be able to accurately and effectively identify 
when it is safe to return an athlete back to physical activity following concussion.   
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Electroencephalography (EEG) has been recently used to measure brain activity 
following concussion. Specifically, Event Related Potentials (ERP’s) have been used to identify 
brain responses following a specified task. Research has shown the utility of ERPs following 
sport-related concussion and the ability for ERPs to identify continued concussion deficits.22,23,32-
35 Specifically, research suggests decreased P3 and N2 amplitudes and longer P3 latencies 
following concussion, suggesting individuals have a harder time allocating attentional resources 
during tasks.22,23,32-37 Further, ERP use following concussion has identified working memory 
deficits.37 These studies further support the use of ERP following concussion. 
Furthermore, a study using EEG has identified a relationship between concussion 
symptom presentation and concussion recovery.34  Dupuis et al34 found participants with 
increased number of reported symptoms and an increased symptom severity, displayed smaller 
P3 amplitudes. Additionally, Gosselin et al38 found that participants displayed the same negative 
correlation with self-reported headaches and ERP P3 amplitude. Results suggest P3 and N2 
components may be used as an objective measure to identify cognitive impairments and recovery 
patterns following concussion.  However, it still remains unclear how the N2 and P3 components 
change with concussion recovery. Evidence suggests following a concussion and post-injury, 
decreased P3 amplitude, decreased N2 amplitudes, and longer P3 latencies are present. Further 
understanding the concussion recovery timeline is important for concussion management 
patterns and to be able to better comprehend concussion as a transient injury.  
A novel EEG method, Brain Network Activation (BNA), records ERP during a cognitive 
task to understand the neural network activity of brain function and dysfunction.39-42 Further, the 
novel BNA algorithm incorporates neural network connectivity through time, location, amplitude 
and frequency to process data into network clusters and derives a similarity score. The similarity 
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score compares individual scores to normative data. BNA has recently shown to recognize 
working memory deficits, and brain activation changes in health and unhealthy subjects.39,40,42,43 
A recent study researched post-traumatic migraine following concussion and showed decreased 
BNA performance in the post-traumatic migraine group three weeks post injury.43 The BNA 
algorithm may have early implications to monitoring brain activation changes following 
concussion and generalize neural network patterns to gauge physical and functional neural 
connections and neural communication strength during cognitive function.  
 In all, EEG research has identified deficits in brain activation following a concussion. 
The ability to further monitor and depict recovery patterns following a concussion despite 
clinical resolution will enhance concussion management protocols and add to the body of 
literature to show effects of concussion. EEG research has shown to be a sensitive measure to 
detecting brain activation changes following concussion and may be more sensitive than 
common clinical concussion assessment tools. Using EEG following concussion may be a 
helpful tool for return to play guidelines and decision-making processes following concussion. 
Furthermore, monitoring sub-concussive head impacts and outlining a relationship between 
number and intensity of impacts and brain activation will further the body of literature on brain 
health following repeated head impacts.  
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Statement of purpose and hypotheses 
The purpose of this investigation is to evaluate the relationship of sub-concussive impacts on 
brain activity, clinical cognitive function and symptom reports in high school athletes throughout 
a football season. Further, a second purpose of this investigation is to evaluate the relationship of 
concussive impacts on brain activity, clinical cognitive function and symptom reporting in high 
school football athletes following a sport-related concussion.  
Aim 1: Determine the effect of sub-concussive head impacts on brain activity (Brain Network 
Activation, Event-Related Potentials), clinical cognitive function, and symptom reporting in high 
school football athletes. 
  Hypothesis 1A:  Football athletes will demonstrate a significant decline in brain network 
activity (BNA) following pre-season and post-season testing. Matched controls will demonstrate 
no changes in brain network activity performance across time-points 
 Hypothesis 1B: Football athletes will demonstrate a decline in P3 amplitude, and 
increase in P3 latency, as well as a decline N2 amplitude and an increase in N2 latency between 
pre-season and post-season testing, suggesting attention, cognition and allocation deficits are 
present following a season of high school football. Matched controls will demonstrate no 
changes in P3 amplitude, P3 latency, N2 amplitude, and N2 latency  
Hypothesis 1C: Hypothesis 1A:  Football athletes will not demonstrate a significant 
decline in the less sensitive clinical measures of cognitive function or symptom reports. Matched 
controls will demonstrate no changes in clinical cognitive assessment tools across time-points 
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Hypothesis 1D: There will be a negative relationship between the number and volume 
(e.g. cumulative acceleration) of head impacts recorded by the HIT System and both brain 
network activity (BNA) and event-related potentials (P3a, P3b, N2 amplitudes and latencies), 
while we do not expect a negative relationship in the less sensitive clinical measure of cognitive 
function or symptom reports. 
Significance of Aim 1: Research has suggested that sub-concussive impacts have a 
negative effect on cognition.14,44 However, it is still largely unclear how sub-concussive impacts 
effect brain activity following a season of high school football.  
Aim 2: To evaluate the effects sport-related concussions impose on brain activity (BNA, ERP), 
cognitive function, and symptom reporting within 72 hours of injury, when asymptomatic and at 
the conclusion of the season. 
Hypothesis 2A: Concussed athletes will demonstrate significant declines in brain network 
activity (BNA), cognitive performance, and increased symptom reporting within 72 hours of 
injury compared to their own baseline evaluation and controls. 
 Hypothesis 2B: Concussed athletes will demonstrate restored cognitive function 
following asymptomatic and post-season testing, but continued brain network activity (BNA) 
impairments compared to their baseline evaluation and controls.  
Hypothesis 2C: Concussed athletes will demonstrate significant declines in P3 amplitude, 
increased P3 latency, decreased N2 amplitude and increased N2 latency within 72 hours of injury 
compared to their own baseline evaluation and control athletes. 
 Hypothesis 2D: Concussed athletes will continue to demonstrate a decline P3 amplitude, 
increased P3 latency, decline in N2 amplitude, and an increase N2 latency following 
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asymptomatic and post-season testing time points compared to concussed athletes baseline 
evaluation. 
Significance of Aim 2: Current research has suggested that despite athletes reporting symptom 
recovery, lingering cognitive impairments may still be present. Aim 2 is outlined to capture brain 
activity changes following concussion symptom resolution that may not be regularly detected on 
clinical assessment measures.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
 
The purpose of this literature review is to discuss the epidemiology, pathophysiology, 
sub-concussive concerns, acute management and long-term effects of concussion. Throughout 
the literature concussion will be defined using the following definitions: In 1997, the American 
Academy of Neurology defined concussion as a “trauma induced alteration in mental status that 
may or may not involve loss of consciousness.”45 46 The concussion in sport group in 2012 
clarified the definition of concussion to “a complex pathophysiological process affecting the 
brain, induced by biomechanical forces.”25,47  
2.1 Epidemiology 
In the United States, there are over 7.5 million high school sports athletes,4 with high 
school sport participation annually improving.4 Although sport participation is beneficial to both 
physical and social development, injury during sports participation occurs,48 with estimates of 1.3 
million high school athletes treated annually for sports injuries.4 According to the 2012-2013 
high school injury surveillance study, head/face injuries, strain/sprains, contusion, and fractures 
are the most common injury types sustained during sport participation.4  
Furthermore, sport and recreation related concussions are responsible for an estimated 
1.6-3.8 million injuries in the United States.49 Data from 2012-2013 academic year shows an 
estimated 300,000 concussions occur in high school athletics,4,50 meaning roughly 23% of all 
high school injuries were concussions.4 Twenty-seven percent of concussions are sustained 
during competition, while 18% are sustained during practices.4 More specifically, football has 
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seen roughly 150,000- 250,000 concussions per year, resulting in 25% of overall injuries are 
concussions.4,51 The majority of football concussions sustained are due to tackling (25%) or 
being tackled (35%).4  
The number of reported concussions continually increases. Concussion incidence rates 
vary by sport and level of participation,16,17,52-54 with high school athletes reporting a higher 
number of concussions compared to college athletes in identical sports.55 Although a recent 
review by Giza et al46 exposed a higher incidence rate of concussions in both male and female 
athletes at the college level compared to the high school level per 1,000 game exposures.55,56 
Gessel et al,55 suggested 1.55 concussions per 1,000 games in high school football athletes 
compared to 3.02 concussions per 1,000 games in college football athletes. Following football, 
incidence rates for college ice hockey (1.96), male (.59) and female (.97),56 and high school 
soccer, and male (1.38) and female (1.80)55 college soccer followed with the highest incidence 
rate of concussions per 1,000 games.46 Rosenthal et al57 recently examined concussion rates by 
sport during the 2005-2006 and 2010-2011 academic years in high school athletics.  Results from 
the study demonstrated that football continues to have a high concussion exposure rate, with 
track and field, girl’s volleyball, swimming/dive and baseball reporting the lowest concussion 
rate per 1,000-athlete exposures.57,58 
In 2012, Marar et al5 reported 2.5 concussions per 10,000-athlete exposures in high 
school athletes.5 This number has increased exponentially with Rosenthal et al57 reporting overall 
concussion rates of 0.51 per 1,000-athlete exposures.57 From the 2005-2006 to 2010-2011 
academic years, high school football has increased from 0.47 to 0.94 concussions per 1,000 
athlete exposures.57  In addition, both men and women soccer have increased incidence rates at 
0.22 to 0.41 and 0.36 to 0.73 concussions per 1,000-athlete exposures respectively.57 
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Additionally, when comparing male and female athletes in the same sports, female athlete have 
higher rates of concussion compared to their male counterparts.5,52,57,59,60 Understanding incidence 
rates of concussive episodes is important to understand the greater concern concussions pose on 
late life health.  Due to the large number of high school athletes and increased exposure rates, 
high school aged athletes are an important population to conduct research in, to allow research 
translation to effect a large subset of the youth athletic population.  
2.2 Physiology 
2.2.1 Acute Phase 
During a concussion, the brain experiences neuronal stretching due to the impact 
forces.61,62 Subsequently, the brain experiences a neurometabolic cascade resulting in neuronal 
dysfunction,62 and changes to the cellular functioning including ionic shifts, metabolic changes 
and impaired neurotransmission.61,62 Normal signal transmission across neurons results from the 
release of neurotransmitters and is followed by a controlled regulation of the ionic changes of 
sodium and potassium. However, following a concussive injury the regulation of ions is 
significantly interrupted.  
During normal brain function, glutamate release is regulated by neurons and serves as an 
energy source.63 However, research has demonstrated that following a concussive impact, 
neurotransmitters are released resulting in an excessive release of glutamate into the brain.61,62 
The release in glutamate overly excites the surrounding cells, resulting in significant changes in 
normal ion balance. The ionic flux results in depolarization, which triggers the voltage gated ion 
channels to open, and potassium to flow out of the cell.62 The change in potassium levels causes 
the brain to work harder in attempts to regulate the ion levels throughout the cell.61,62,64 In order 
for the neuron to fire again, homeostasis needs to be restored. To reestablish equilibrium, the 
sodium-potassium pump is activated, requiring increasing amounts of ATP, which triggers an 
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increase in glucose metabolism.61 The initial ionic flux and hyperglycolysis causes a “depression-
like state,”61,62 further causing a deeper energy crisis. 
In addition to the changes in sodium and potassium levels in the cell, calcium is also 
affected.61,64 When functioning normally, calcium is not damaging to brain function. However, 
following injury there is a change in calcium levels, causing calcium to rush inside the cells 
through the opened channels.61 The influx of calcium in the cell results in greater mitochondrial 
calcium accumulation and impaired oxidative metabolism.61,62 The impairment results in further 
metabolism dysfunction and potentially worsening the cellular crisis.61  
During normal brain functioning, cerebral blood flow, cerebral glucose metabolism, and 
neuronal activity are highly dependent on one another.62 Following injury, cerebral blood flow 
has been noted to decrease.65 This decrease may be due to the cerebral blood flow unable to 
adequately respond to a stimulus as normal, due to the increase in cerebral glucose metabolism 
occurring as a result of impact. Due to the combination of hyperglycolysis and decreased 
cerebral blood flow, a change in energy demand occurs in the brain, resulting in an increased 
energy crisis.61,62 
Research has shown that following the initial period of hyperglycolysis and within 24 
hours of injury, cerebral glucose consumption diminishes,62 and has also been shown to last 7-10 
days post-injury in adult animals. This state of hyperglycolysis results in a state of impaired 
metabolism during that period.62,66,67 Thomas et al68 examined prolonged effects of the metabolic 
period in both adult and adolescent rats. Researchers found that the younger rats showed a 
metabolic depression resolution occurring within 3 days,68 compared to 10 days found in adult 
rats by Yoshino and colleagues.67 This research suggests that injury recovery differs by age of 
rats. In conclusion, following injury to the brain, an immediate change in neuronal firing occurs. 
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The neurons have to recover following damage, which takes time, suggesting immediate removal 
from potential secondary injury is important to allow for recovery. Despite evidence of the 
immediate effects of concussion, research is still searching for answers as to how multiple 
impacts to the head cause physiological or structural changes to the brain. Lastly, it is important 
to understand and recognize the metabolic recovery process following a concussion to 
appropriately return an athlete back to sports participation.   
2.2.2 Sub-clinical/ Sub-concussive impacts 
To date, research has primarily focused on concussive impacts, management and the 
recovery following concussions. Few research studies have focused on sub-concussive head 
impacts and the effect on the brain and cognitive functioning.69,70 Sub-concussive impacts are 
classified as head impacts that do not result in a concussion, or other serious head injuries.12 An 
athlete who sustains one or more sub-concussive head impacts may experience changes in brain 
function without a clinical concussive presentation.14  
Human and animal research has identified changes to the central nervous system and 
pathophysiological brain changes to occur following sub-concussive head impacts.71-73 However, 
to date, the influence of sub-concussive impacts on cognitive functioning has been mixed. Some 
studies have demonstrated altered brain function following repeated head impacts experienced 
during a football season.14 ,44,74 An investigation by Bazarian et al,15 tested nine high school 
hockey and football athletes without a diagnosed concussion, one individual with a concussion 
and six control subjects. All subjects underwent Diffusion Tensor Imaging pre and post-season. 
The researchers found a significant structural brain change in fractional anisotropy. Changes in 
white matter percentages were highest in the individuals who sustained a diagnosed concussion, 
intermediate with sub-concussive individuals and lowest in the control subjects.15 The sub-
concussive participants white matter changes over the three-time points at an increased rate than 
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controls.15 However, more research should be conducted to further understand the effect of white 
matter changes on the brain and identify the relationship to sub-concussive and concussive head 
impacts. Another investigation by Talavage et al,14 reported on twenty-one high school football 
athletes. Researchers found mix results with four of the subjects showing no in-season ImPACT 
score changes, while the remaining four displayed significant declines in ImPACT. Additionally, 
this subset of players displayed decreased fMRI activation levels in the dorsal lateral prefrontal 
cortex, and cerebellum.14 Breedlove et al44 studied twenty-four high school football players over 
two seasons using fMRI and computerized neurocognitive testing to measures cognitive 
function. Results from this study suggest that repeated head impact exposure is related to 
pathologically altered neurophysiology.44  Findings from both Talavage et al14 and Breedlove et 
al44 provide some evidence that sub-concussive head impacts may lead to cognitive and 
neurophysiological changes. However, repeat studies are needed to further investigate sub-
concussive impacts.  
Similarly, Johnson et al75 studied the acute effects of sub-concussive head impacts on 
brain functioning during a resting-state in twenty-four male and female collegiate rugby players. 
Each subject underwent a resting state fMRI 24 hours before a game and then 24 hours following 
a game. Results found an increase in connectivity in the “left supramarginal gyrus to bilateral 
orbitofrontal cortex as well as a decrease in connectivity from the retrosplenial cortex and dorsal 
posterior cingulate cortex following pre and post game scans.”75 Additionally, concussion history 
was a factor for differences found in functional activity. Those with a concussion history 
displayed a decrease in functional connectivity following sub-concussive head impacts, and 
those without a concussion history displayed an increase in connectivity.75 McAllister et al74 
examined whether exposure to repeated head impacts over a season of Division I football and ice 
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hockey in 214 athletes affects white-matter diffusion measurements. The results for this study 
showed a group difference between contact athletes and non-contact athletes for mean diffusivity 
in the corpus callosum. Results also showed that contact athletes displayed worse performance 
on tests for learning and that a poorer score on post-season cognitive testing correlated with 
greater head impact exposure. These results suggest a relationship may be present between 
white-matter diffusion changes, cognition and head impact exposure.74 Overall, there is evidence 
that suggests repeated head impact exposure without a diagnosed concussion results in negative 
brain changes.   
Conversely, a few studies have not found brain changes following sub-concussive head 
impacts. Specifically, Gysland et al69 reported no difference on neurocognitive tests following a 
football season in a group of 46 male collegiate athletes. Gysland and colleagues examined five 
clinical neurologic measurements (ANAM, SOT, SAC, BESS, and Graded Symptom scales) 
before and after a season of play.69 The subjects showed no clinically meaningful changes from 
pre-season to post-season testing on any of the clinical neurological measurements.69 Miller et 
al70 examined  58 Division III football players who had no known concussions. The athletes 
underwent Standardized Assessment of Concussion (SAC) and ImPACT testing pre-season, mid-
season and post-season. Miller et al70 found no significant changes in test scores at any of the 
time points, suggesting sub-concussive impacts did not influence cognitive changes. Overall, 
longitudinal research should look for a direct association repeated head impacts and cognitive 
health while factoring normal age cognitive declines.  Currently, the relationship among repeated 
head impacts, and brain health is not clear. Therefore, this study will monitor repeated head 
impacts throughout a season of football and identify any changes to cognitive function.  
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2.3 Concussion Assessments  
2.3.1 Injury Concerns for the Adolescent athlete 
Adolescent athletes participating in sports are at a risk for sustaining a concussion. In 
particular, some research suggests size and strength related factors increase concussion risk. 
More specifically, head to body size ratio is larger in a child’s head compared to an adult head. 
The variation in head proportion, and a weaker neck creates a combination that makes it difficult 
for children to resist larger impacts, resulting in a whiplash mechanism.76,77,78 There is also 
evidence that suggests the unmyelinated fibers in the brain are more vulnerable or susceptible to 
biomechanical injury than myelinated fibers.79  
Furthermore, adolescents also have structural and functional disadvantages after 
sustaining head trauma. Since the brain of a young athlete is still developing, direct head trauma 
may result in prolonged brain development and may place youth at a greater risk for life 
threating conditions.76 Pre-clinical research has suggested that following a traumatic brain injury; 
an immature brain can be more vulnerable to neurotransmission plasticity impairments to the 
brain.77,80 Literature has suggested that recovery from concussions at the cellular level may take 
longer in younger athletes compared to college-aged athletes.68,77,80 There has been some concern 
that the young brain may not have the ability to adapt to changes following injury. Therefore, the 
National Athletic Trainers Association recommends implementing additional management 
protocols when working with younger athletes.24,81 A developing brain may take longer to heal 
than a fully developed brain, and implementing more frequent check-ups, proceeding with 
caution and conservatism during the return-to-play protocol is suggested.76  While it has yet to be 
determined which structural or functional differences factor into age related changes, any of 
these or a combination of several may be responsible.  
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Concussions at any age or level of participation should be reported immediately. 
However, an unreported concussion or improper management, especially at the youth level, can 
result in a premature return-to-play and the potential for Second Impact Syndrome (SIS). SIS is 
described as a second head injury occurring before a previous head injury is fully recovered 
resulting in vascular engorgements and progressive cerebral swelling.31,82,83,31,84 This injury can 
result in an immediate collapse and a rapid deterioration that may result in death. However, there 
is significant controversy regarding if SIS exists. The debate revolves around whether the nature 
of cerebral swelling is due to the second head impact or if it is a progression from the initial 
injury. Additionally, researchers are conflicted on how far apart first and second head impact 
need to be in order to result in SIS, and if developing a subdural hematoma result in the rapid 
edema production. Lastly, the United States reports the highest number of SIS cases in the world, 
therefore there is a questioning as to why the United States has so many more cases.85 In all, 
despite debate as to if SIS exists, in order to prevent any further injury, concussions need to be 
recognized early, and properly managed.83,82  
Concussion management should differ between adolescent athletes and adults. Overall, 
concussion management should implement early detection and proper management despite the 
age of the athlete. However, when managing a concussive injury for adolescent athletes, it is 
important to proceed with more caution and remove the athlete from play in order to decrease the 
chances of that athlete developing more serious conditions by continuing to participate in 
sports.86 It is important to include age appropriate assessment tools for the symptom inventory 
checklist, neurocognitive function, and balance. Age appropriate assessment tools incorporate 
parent involvement and have guidelines for a gradual return-to-learn.87 
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2.3.2 Concussion Assessment 
A medical professional diagnoses concussion through a clinical exam, which is supported 
by a variety of assessments tools.25,46 Consensus suggests concussion evaluation and management 
should be a multifaceted approach.24,25,88 Concussion assessment emphasizes self-report 
symptoms, an assessment of cognitive functioning (e.g. mental status tests) and balance and 
coordination evaluations. McCrory et al26 suggests the player should be medically evaluated on 
site and immediately following injury.  The on-field assessment should be systematic in nature 
ruling out a more severe or life threatening injury first. This assessment should include 1.) A 
head and neck palpation to rule out cervical fracture or facial fractures, 2.) A dental exam to rule 
out any teeth or mouth injuries, 3.) A pupillary exam to examine the constriction and dilation of 
the pupils and if they are equal in size, 4.) A cranial nerve assessments to assess neurological 
deficits, 5.) A muscular skeletal strength and sensation exam to assess neurological deficits, 6.) 
Balance and gait assessment to assess postural control and proprioception, 7.) A symptom 
inventory and cognitive function assessment. On field concussion assessment is the first step 
towards concussion diagnosis. If any of the above exams results in abnormal findings, the athlete 
is to be removed from play immediately and follow-up testing should ensue. This protocol is 
implemented in the below study for immediate removal from play and used during a concussion 
diagnosis.  
2.3.3 Return to play  
 Once an athlete is asymptomatic they may begin a stepwise approach to return back to 
sports participation.25 This return-to-play protocol incorporates a day-to-day progression with 24-
hour time frames between each step.  An athlete must be symptom-free, and must have returned 
back to daily school attendance prior to beginning the return to play protocol. The protocol 
begins with light aerobic exercise, and gradually increases intensity to sport specific exercise, 
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non-contact sport participation, a full contact practice, and finally return to play.25 Light aerobic 
exercise includes walking, swimming, or stationary biking while keeping the athletes maximum 
predicted heart rate under 70%. Sport-specific exercise incorporates sport specific training drills 
into exercise (i.e. routes, dribbling, skating). Following sport specific drills, a non-contact 
practice participation follows. During the non-contact participation day, the athlete participates 
in more complex training drills that would be similar to a game situation without player contact. 
For example, passing drills in football or hockey. Following a medical clearance, a full contact 
practice will ensue and would be a normal training practice. An athlete would be allowed to 
participate in a competition following a full contact practice.25 If at any point during the return to 
play progression, an athlete has symptoms, the athlete is to stop and rest. Following another 
24hour symptom-free window, the athlete would be able to return to the progression a step below 
where they left off.25 The above return to play protocol is best practices for concussion 
management and was implemented in the below study during concussion management.   
 
2.4 Acute  
2.4.1 Symptoms 
Concussions are associated with various clinical signs and symptoms.26 Concussion signs 
and symptoms may occur immediately following injury or may be delayed up to a few days.25-27 
Some observed signs include feeling dazed, confused, repeating questions, difficulty 
remembering concussive episode, forgetful and loss of consciousness.89 The athlete may 
experience headaches, the feeling of built up pressure in their head, trouble focusing or 
concentrating, hard time remembering, feeling slowed down, feel as though they are in a “fog”, 
nausea, vomiting, dizziness, fatigue, may have a sensitivity to light, noise, and may “not feel 
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right.” Further, emotional changes may develop as increased irritability, sadness, increased 
anxiety or nervousness and may increase their need for sleep, or demonstrate a lack of sleep.89,90  
Recent research has grouped concussive symptoms into cognitive, somatic, affective/ 
emotional, and sleep disturbance.91 Cognitive symptoms include confusion, post-traumatic 
amnesia, retrograde amnesia, clouded decision-making, lack of focus, delayed motor function 
and excessive drowsiness. Somatic symptoms include headache, fatigue, disequilibrium, 
nausea/vomiting, visual disturbances and phono-phobia. Affective/ Emotional symptoms include 
emotional or irritability. Sleep disturbance includes trouble falling asleep, sleeping more or less 
than usual. 91 Headache is the most commonly reported concussion symptom (93%)58,16,17 
followed by dizziness (67%) and confusion (59%).16,17,92,93 These symptoms may appear 
following a concussion, however, each concussion may present differently with varying 
symptoms. Roughly only 4.6% of concussions result in a loss of consciousness.58 Additionally, 
1.5% of concussions result in prolonged symptoms.58  
Concussion symptomology is important for concussion assessment. Typically, symptoms 
are self-reported or administered by an interview. A common symptom checklist is the Graded 
Symptom Checklist (GSC). 94 This checklist grades 22 items on a 0-6 rating scale. A zero score 
is defined as no symptoms while a score of 6 defines symptoms as severe. The graded symptom 
checklist has a sensitivity of 64%-89%88 and a specificity of 91%-100%46 and is widely used in 
concussion management and clinical practice. A graded symptom checklist is recommended in 
current consensus guidelines.24-26,46 Identifying concussion symptoms can help develop 
individualized concussion management plans to reduce the chances of symptom exacerbation,95 
and to begin the return to play and return to learn process following injury. Due to consensus 
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recommendations for symptom inventory use following concussions, the below study will 
incorporate the use of the 22 item symptom checklist throughout testing.  
2.4.2 Neurocognitive Function  
Literature suggests that cognitive function is impaired following a concussion.92,96-99,100 
Neurocognitive testing can detect subtle impairments following a concussion94,99 using both 
paper and pencil and computerized testing.92,96,97,100-104,105,106,107 Makdissi et al100 validated the Axon 
computerized task for clinical response change scores.100 Computerized neurocognitive testing is 
most commonly used during concussion assessment testing. Some of the most widely used 
testing programs include Axon Sports/ CogSport, Immediate Post-Concussion Assessment and 
Cognitive Testing (ImPACT), Automated Neuropsychological Assessment Metris (ANAM), 
CNS Vital Signs. This investigation will use the Axon Sports Computerized Cognitive 
Assessment Tool.  
The Axon by CogState is a common clinical assessment tool that measures speed and 
accuracy of processing speed, attention, learning, and working memory. Each test incorporates 
four tasks that use virtual playing cards and takes <15min to complete.  The four tasks include 
simple reaction time, choice reaction time through identification and visual attention, continuous 
learning assessing recognition and attention, followed by recall assessing working memory and 
attention.  Axon CogState has been researched to have a good test-rest reliability.108,109 The 
neurocognitive test has a high sensitivity (71%) to cognitive declines following a concussion.100 
Louey et al110 studied Cogstate Axon Sports and suggest that the computerized task is a reliable 
tool for baseline testing with 96% sensitivity. In 2001, Collie et al111 validated Cogstate Axon 
Sports to be used for testing with a high to very high reliability of 0.69-0.90 respectively.112 
Limited studies have been conducted in the high school population, and significantly less have 
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analyzed Cogstate Axon computerized test. Axon computerized neurocognitive test is a widely 
used concussion clinical assessment tool following injury. Therefore, this study will use the 
Axon computerized neurocognitive tests throughout testing time points to identify if deficits are 
present in processing speed, attention, learning and working memory.  
2.4.3 Reaction Time 
Research has suggested that following a concussion, reaction time is impaired resulting in 
a slower reaction time, but gradually improves during the recovery period.100,106,108,112-119 Reaction 
time is a sensitive cognitive change.112,118,120 Reaction time can be examined in two ways, 
computerized or a clinical assessment. Computerized reaction time has been commonly seen 
using neurocognitive testing and has shown mixed reliability. The Cogstate computerized test, 
identification task and One-back tasks displayed a 0.66 ICC, while working memory tasks 
displayed a low reliability with 0.55 and 0.40 ICC respectively.121  
The University of Michigan developed a clinical reaction time tool that can be used on 
the sideline.122 The clinical reaction time tool displays both a cognitive and motor aspect of 
motor control. The reaction time tool is a 1.3m long rod, with markings at 0.5cm increments and 
stabilized to a weighted disk.109,122 Refer to chapter 3 for detailed clinical reaction time testing 
protocol.  The clinical reaction time task is an inexpensive and efficient method to capture 
reaction time. There have been multiple studies looking at clinical reaction time and capturing 
subtle changes.109,122-124 Eckner et al studied 28 controls and 28 concussed participants and 
reported a slower reaction time following concussion compared to baseline testing.122 
MacDonald et al121 compared clinical reaction time and computerized reaction time and found 
that they were positively yet weakly correlated and both had marginal test-retest reliability 
(ICC=0.61 and 0.69). Despite, the few studies above, clinical reaction time assessment following 
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a concussion is a relatively easy approach. Further, clinical reaction time has bee shown to 
increase and be hindered following a concussion. Clinical reaction time is incorporated into 
common neurocognitive assessments and simple reaction time. Therefore, this study will use the 
Michigan developed clinical reaction time stick drop throughout study testing time points to be 
able to identify when reaction time deficits are present. 
2.6 Concussive Biomechanics 
2.6.1 Principles of head impacts 
 A concussive injury results from a “direct blow to the head, neck or body with forces 
transmitted to the head.”25 The rapid change in acceleration can cause brain tissue deformation 
through direct physical damage or metabolic damage from ionic disruption.61 Beyond the initial 
physical damage to neurons from shearing forces, the unregulated metabolic cascade 
compromises brain function and is associated with the clinical symptomatology of concussion.61 
Motivated to quantify impact magnitude and frequency, multiple accelerometers have been 
developed for in vivo use in athletics.  
Researchers have used accelerometers to define, and quantify head impacts sustained in 
sports participation, as well as explore injury diagnostics. Research has been mixed regarding a 
set concussion threshold.125-128 Currently, there is no consensus on whether there is a linear and/or 
rotational concussive threshold. Head impact accelerometers calculate peak linear acceleration, 
estimate rotational acceleration, and calculate the quantity of head impacts sustained. Research 
on head impact exposure has raised concern for the negative effects of sub-concussive impacts 
on brain connectivity75,129 and neurocognitive performance.130  Leveraging multiple components 
of an impact, algorithms can estimate impact severity measures, including the Head Impact 
Telemetry severity profile,131  head injury criterion (HIC15),132 and Gadd Severity Index.133  
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2.6.2 In vivo head impact studies 
The first in vivo head impact research monitored football head acceleration during games 
and was by Moon134 and Reid135 in the 1970’s. Moon et al134 found over all average peak 
acceleration of the player’s head to be 776.2g using a 750hz filter and 353.93g for a 250hz filter. 
Reid et al135 found linear acceleration between 40g and 230g in collegiate athletes.  More 
recently, Naunheim et al136 implemented a single tri-axial accelerometer inside high school 
hockey and football helmets. The researchers recorded an average peak linear acceleration value 
of 29.2g in football athletes and 35g for ice hockey. Using a single accelerometer affixed to the 
head or helmet gathers limited biomechanical detail. To enhance head impact monitoring 
abilities, the Head Impact Telemetry (HIT) System was developed to produce impact data and 
measure impacts sustained to the helmet during sport participation.137,138 In 2005, the HIT system 
was used by Duma et al139 to capture real time data, and employ the HIT system in a large 
number of athletes.139 Now, the majority of sport-concussion biomechanics research 
encompasses the use of the HIT system.  The HIT system technology (developed by Simbex, 
Lebanon, NH, and marketed commercially as a Sideline Response System by Riddell Inc, 
(Elyria, OH)) was designed to identify, monitor and quantify head impact biomechanical factors.  
The HITS uses six triaxial accelerometers embedded into the helmets themselves and measures 
real- time head acceleration.  Refer to Chapter 3 for additional details regarding the HIT system. 
2.6.3 Impact frequency, and magnitude 
2.6.3.a College  
Research has been conducted at all levels of play monitoring and examining head impact 
biomechanics.53,127,139-148 At the collegiate team level, football teams have recorded head impacts 
ranging from 3,312-190,054 per team per season.9,131,149,150 More specifically, on average college 
football athletes sustain between 223-800 head impacts per player per season.139,151-154 A 
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substantial portion of  head impact literature has focused on linear acceleration following impact 
because of its relationship with pressure gradients and concussion risk.155 Impact magnitude, 
however, varies by level of participation. At the collegiate level, the average linear acceleration 
of the head during football season ranges from 20g to 35g.9,139,151,152 Additionally, McAllister et 
al130 recorded max linear acceleration to be 132g. In a mixed sample of high school and 
collegiate football players by Greenwald et al,131 linear acceleration was recorded at 65.5g-84.2 
and 103.45g-127.8g for the top 5% and 1% of impacts respectively.131,9  
Furthermore, rotational acceleration has been hypothesized to contribute to the diffuse 
injury seen in mild traumatic brain injuries, resulting from shearing of cerebral tissue.156 College 
football head impact biomechanics research suggests the mean rotational acceleration of head 
impacts range between 1,187-6,990.5 rad/sec2,131,157,158 with the top 5% between 3,147 rad/s2- 
5,805 rad/s2 and top 1% 6,990.5 rad/sec2.131,157,158 
2.6.3.b High school  
Similarly to the college population, researchers have continued to monitor head impact 
frequency and intensity in the high school football setting.7-9,144,145,153,159 Researchers have 
recorded total team head impacts to range between 8,326 to 101,000 across multiple seasons.9,131 
More specifically, high school football players have sustained between 413-652 head impacts per 
player per season.9,144 The mean linear acceleration has been reported to range from 21.7g160 to 
29.3g in high school football players.127,136,145,161 While, rotational acceleration values for high 
school football have been reported from 973 rad/sec2 to 7,701 rad/sec2.8,145,160  
2.6.3.c Youth 
Head impact monitoring has been performed at the youth football level to gain a better 
understanding of the distribution of head impacts from the start of a playing career. Youth 
football teams have recorded head impacts ranging from 748-11,978 total head impacts per 
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team.140,162-164 The average youth athlete sustains between 106.9-275 head impacts per player per 
season.140,162-164  Overall, youth athletes sustain fewer head impacts during a football season than 
both high school and college athletes, but additional monitoring is needed to ascertain whether 
there is a cumulative impact burden during an amateur football career.  
Average linear acceleration magnitudes range from 16g to 22g at the youth 
level140,142,163,165,166 with the top 5% of impacts exceeding 38g,140,162,163 and the top 1% of impacts at 
86g.162   Rotational acceleration ranges from 7 to 12,322 rad/s2 164,140,162,163 with median rotational 
acceleration values to have been reported at 1,407.4 rad/s2 164 and top 5% reported at 2,481 
rad/s2.160 In all, rotational acceleration values for youth and high school athletes are lower than 
college athletes and are attributable to the differences in size and strength of players at different 
ages. Athletes at the college level are stronger than at the youth level and therefore sustain head 
impacts with a greater magnitude.  
2.6.3.1 Position 
In addition to age differences, researchers have also monitored head impacts by football 
position. Overall, research suggests linemen sustain the majority of impacts during a football 
season compared to any other position.8,9,144 Specifically, Schnebel et al9 examined both high 
school and college athletes and found that skill players, which includes any position other than 
nose tackle, defensive tackle, or offensive linemen, sustain 24.6% of all head impacts while 
linemen sustained 75.4% of all head impacts. Studies by Crisco et al141 and Broglio et al8,145 
found college and high school football linemen sustained more head impacts per practice 
(college: 11.5 impacts per practice; high school: 10.7 impacts and game  (college: 29.8 impacts; 
high-school 28.7 impacts ) compared to other positions .  
Similar to impact count, linear acceleration values significantly vary by football position 
and which side of the ball the athlete plays on (offensive or defensive player). 145,152 Offensive 
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lineman (22.89g) sustained higher average linear acceleration impacts than defensive linemen 
(21.56g). Similarly, offensive backs (22.93g) and linebackers (22.67g), sustained higher 
magnitudes than defensive lineman and defensive backs.152 Broglio et al145 found the greatest 
average linear acceleration values among high school quarterbacks (27.0g for practices and 28.6g 
during games), followed by tight ends (25.5g for practices and 27.1g for games); wide receivers, 
cornerbacks, and safety positions (27g for practices and 26.6g for games); linemen (24.4g for 
practices, 25.1g for games). When viewed collectively with the impact frequency results, it 
becomes evident that while football linemen sustain a greater number of impacts relative to the 
other positions, skill players receive impacts of greater magnitude.  
Rotational acceleration by position has not been reported in all levels of play. However, 
some research suggests the mean rotation acceleration value was consistent during practice 
sessions amongst linemen (1,572.9 rad/sec2), quarterbacks (1,506.0 rad/sec2), wide 
receivers/cornerbacks (1,571.4 rad/sec2) and tight end, running back and linebackers (1,632.5 
rad/sec2)8. However, differences emerged during game participation, with the tight end; running 
backs; and linebackers sustaining the greatest rotational acceleration values (1,789.4 rad/s2). 
Quarterbacks followed a similar pattern, with rotational acceleration values of 1,786.9 rad/s2, 
while wide receiver/cornerbacks sustained rotational values of 1,771.1 rad/sec2 and linemen 
recording the lowest rotational acceleration values of 1,658.5 rad/s2.8 This research suggests that 
rotational acceleration values are higher in linemen during practice sessions, but are greatest in 
tight tends, running backs, and linebackers during game situations. Following the same pattern 
with linear acceleration, rotational acceleration values vary by sport position with skill players 
receiving impacts of greater rotational acceleration magnitudes. 
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2.6.3.2 Location 
  Furthermore, head impact location has been researched. Mihalik et al152 and Daniel et al162 
reported greater likelihood of sustaining impacts to the top of the head than impacts sustained to 
the front, back left, or right sides of the head among collegiate football players. While, Munce et 
al164 recorded the majority of head impacts in youth athletes were located to the front of the head 
(42.5%), while hits to the back (26.1%), top(13.3%) , left (7.7%) and right (10.4%) of the helmet 
followed suite. Overall, head impacts location distribution can be valuable tool for clinicians to 
use in educating players and coaches to improve tackling techniques, note specific drill issues 
and adjust practice schedules. 
2.6.4 Concussion Threshold 
Researchers have been exploring the utility of head biomechanical data for predicting 
concussive injury. However, current research suggests that there is no singular concussion 
threshold.125,126,146,167 More specifically, concussions sustained during college football 
participation have been recorded to be between 55.7 -168g and between 3,620- 7,235 rad/s2.168,151, 
9,131 Guskiewicz et al168 reported on 13 collegiate level concussions occurring over varying impact 
magnitudes (60.5-168.7g and 163.4-15,397.1rad/s2), although the mean peak linear and rotational 
accelerations were 102.8g and 5311.6 rad/s2  respectively.  As noted, the research on concussive 
injuries in the college setting varies and no set intensity of impact defines when a concussion will 
occur. 
Among younger athletes, concussion research at the high school level has shown linear 
acceleration values to range from 74g to 146g with mean linear acceleration reported at 
105g.140,142,148,165,169 Rotational acceleration values for concussive injuries have been recorded to 
range from 5,582.6 rad/s2  and 9,515.6 rad/s2 .140,142,148,165,169 These data suggest that concussion 
threshold varies among individual high school football players.127 However, it is still unclear as 
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to why so many impacts at similar magnitudes do not result in a concussive injury, eluding that 
the injury threshold changes within individuals.127 Since the concussion threshold is dynamic, 
other covariates such a gender, age and concussion history should be considered to help improve 
the predictive ability of impact biomechanics. Overall, head impact biomechanics helps to 
identify concussive injuries sustained during sport participation. This information can contribute 
to the body of literature, showing how each athlete responds differently to each head impact 
sustained. In addition, head impact biomechanics serve as a platform to quantify cumulative head 
impacts to be able to use in accordance with cognitive function assessments to identify effects 
sub-concussive head impacts. In particular, the HIT system will be used in the study outlined 
below to calculate frequency and intensity of repeated head impacts and quantify concussive 
impacts to contribute further to the body of literature.  
2.7 Chronic  
2.7.1 Post-concussion syndrome 
Post concussion syndrome is a long-term effect of concussion. Post-concussion syndrome 
is a symptom complex associated with somatic, cognitive, sleep and affective symptoms 
following a concussion.170 Post-concussive syndrome is defined as prolonged concussion 
symptoms lasting longer than 30 days171 and affects between 1.5% and 15% of concussed 
individuals.172-175 Post concussion syndrome can alter an athlete’s daily life, including Health 
Related Quality of Life (HRQOL), and can result in greater academic compensation. The 
academic compensations can result in decreased school performance from an increase in school 
absences and greater stresses from limited school participation. Post concussion syndrome can 
also hinder social participation with friends and family.176 Post-concussion syndrome produces 
long-term impairments for individuals and can present significant deficits to daily living. Further 
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understanding of post-concussion syndrome will help identify long-term impairments following 
concussion. 
2.7.2 Health Related Quality of Life 
Health Related Quality of Life (HRQOL) refers to the “physical, psychological and social 
domains of health, seen as distinct areas that are influenced by a persons experiences, beliefs, 
expectations and perceptions.”177 HRQOL outcome measures can vary between general and 
specific disease oriented measures, and specific to age of disease population (i.e. adolescent, 
adult, geriatric). HRQOL is a supplemental objective measure that captures unique clinical data 
that compliments the clinical exam and can help the athletic trainer with injury management.  
Understanding and implementing patient rated outcome measures in sport injuries will not only 
assist athletic trainers in returning athletes back to participation, but will ensure athletes are 
treated and managed properly. It is well known that concussive injuries have a negative effect on 
symptom reporting, cognitive functioning, and postural control178 and recent research has also 
demonstrated HRQOL declines following a concussion.179-181  Valovich McLeod et al179 found 
lower Social functioning scores and lower global Pediatric Outcomes Data Collection Instrument 
HRQOL scores after an adolescent athlete self-reported an injury. This suggests that a recent 
injury can affect the individual beyond physical impairments and can negatively affect 
HRQOL.179  To date, no research has evaluated the relationship between HRQOL and exposure 
to sub-concussive head impacts in a youth population.  Therefore, this study will incorporate two 
HRQOL surveys into the study testing timeline. Monitoring HRQOL throughout testing will gain 
insight into the effects that sub-concussive head impacts impose on HRQOL, while also gaining 
more understanding into health deficits following concussion.   
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2.7.3 Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy 
Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE) is a neurodegenerative disease affecting the 
brain. Martland et al182 first described CTE in 1928 classified as “punch drunk.” CTE has also 
been recognized as “dementia pugilistica”183 and “ the psychopathic deterioration of pugilists.”184 
Most research suggests that CTE to be a direct effect of sustaining multiple concussions and a 
result of repeated sub-concussive head impacts.185 Research has suggested that CTE is primarily 
found in individuals who have participated in contact sports over a lifetime (e.g. football, 
hockey, boxing) and usually begins 8-10 years after repetitive mild traumatic brain injuries. 186 
 CTE is defined by the build-up of the protein Tau in the brain. Tauopathy is 
characterized by the development of neurofibrillary tangles in the brain.185 The tauopathy 
neurofibrillary tangles are in the relative absence of β -amyloid deposits.  In addition to the 
presence of tauopathy, CTE development characteristics include brain weight decreases, frontal 
lobe atrophy, enlarged ventricles, and white matter changes.10 CTE symptoms have been noted to 
be an insidious onset and include severe mental and physical disabilities, depression, including 
thoughts of suicide, attention-deterioration (Memory, poor judgment, confusion, lack of insight), 
paranoia, aggression, irritability, and tremors.186 There may be disruption to many pathways in 
the brain, including the cortical spinal tract, mamillothalamic tract, limbic function in general, 
and the medial forebrain bundle. These areas are associated with motor functions, cognition, and 
emotional responses among a few. Currently, research has been inconclusive of CTE incidence 
rates. However, the majority of research has suggested that it is more prevalent in retired NFL 
athletes compared to the general population.186 Recently, Bieniek et al187 examined the brains of 
1,721 men whom donated their brain for research. Researchers found that 21 of 66 former 
athletes demonstrated tau pathology.187 Despite this being the largest sample of brains examined 
for CTE, additional studies should include brains from alternative sources that are not primary 
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sources for Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, or ALS. Further research is needed to create a clearer 
picture into which patient population is most susceptible to develop CTE, to identify any 
predisposing factors, and to evaluate the influence of repeated head impacts on the development 
of CTE.  
2.8 Electroencephalogram/event related potentials 
Electroencephalogram (EEG) has been used in a variety of settings to examine electrical 
activity of the brain. EEG was discovered by Hans Berger in 1929,188 by demonstrating that 
human brain activity could be monitored through scalp electrode use and plotting the voltage 
change from an amplified signal. EEG has been useful for both scientific and clinical use. One 
component of EEG is the ability to record Event Related Potentials (ERPs). ERP’s have allowed 
researchers to further explore cognitive function following injury. Following response to, or in 
preparation for, a stimulus, ERPs show voltage change patterns. ERP’s have good temporal 
resolution and can identify cognitive functions that occur between a stimulus and response to the 
stimulus.  
 In 1935, Pauline and Hallowell Davis189 became the first to measure ERP recordings in 
live humans.  This particular finding of ERP’s was discovered prior to the usage of computerized 
EEG recordings.  In 1964, Grey Walter and colleagues190 reported on what is now the cognitive 
ERP component, or what they called as Contingent Negative Variation (CNV). CNV was the 
first to display consistent patterns of amplitude and electric responses despite EEG background 
noise and distinguish an expectant cognitive response.   
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Another advancement and component of ERPs was the discovery of the P300 or P3 
component. The P3 component was discovered in 1965 by Sutton and colleagues and is the 
component elicited during the decision making process.191 When the subject could not predict the 
upcoming stimulus a large P3 component peaked at 300ms post-stimulus. When the stimulus was 
predictable there was much smaller P3 peak.191 P3 can be divided into 2 components P3a and 
P3b. P3a occurs at an unexpected event in the frontal area and is mainly associated with working 
memory, while P3b occurs after an expected but infrequent event and typically transmitted 
through the temporal and parietal structures.192 Peak latency is thought to demonstrate speed and 
the amount of time required to detect a target stimuli.192-194 Tasks that require greater attention 
resources would demonstrate smaller P3 amplitude with longer peak latency as processing 
resources are used during task performance.195,196 Passive stimuli typically show smaller 
amplitudes compared to active stimuli because stimuli and attention abilities reduce amplitude.192 
Shorter P3 latency has been associated with better cognitive performance.192,197,198 P3 latency 
alters with cognitive abilities and is more sensitive to task processing demands.192 The use of 
ERP amplitude and latency following oddball task paradigms has shown a test re-test correlation 
of 0.50-0.80 for amplitude and 0.40-0.70 for peak latency.196,199-201  
An additional component to ERP analysis is the inclusion of N2.  Unlike the P3 
component, the N2 is a negative-going wave. In an Oddball paradigm the N2 component is 
observed following a rare stimulus.202 For an auditory component, N2 has been associated with 
mismatch negativity. Further N2 has been associated with response inhibition following a 
stimulus.202 Overall, research has supported the use of P3 for concussion research, however only 
a few studies have incorporated the N2 ERP component following concussion.  
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2.8.1 Sub-concussive 
ERP concussion research has shown the ability to monitor brain activity during a 
cognitive task and identify attentional deficits. However, ERP research on the effects of sub-
concussive head impacts and brain activity is limited. One study by Wilson et al203 found 
recorded ERP amplitude and latency in college football players and found no in season 
differences existed between controls and first year athletes. However, significantly smaller P3b 
amplitudes were found between third/fourth year athletes and first year athletes.203 These effects 
demonstrated that following continued repeated head impacts subtle attentional difficulties may 
develop. This research can be used in combination with monitoring of head impacts during sport 
participation to outline any relationships between frequency and intensity of head impacts and 
brain activation pattern changes as a result.  
2.8.2 Concussion Acute 
Recently ERP analysis has been used to examine amplitude and latency changes acutely 
following sport-related concussion. Dupuis et al34 noted a negative relationship between P3 
amplitude and increased numbers of concussion symptoms in a group of college athletes 1 week 
to 6 months removed from concussion, however found no P3 latency differences. Additionally, 
Gosselin et al204 found similar negative correlations between P3 amplitude and self-reported 
headaches in professional, semi-professional and collegiate ice hockey and football players. 
Gosselin et al204 also showed longer P3 latency for concussed athletes compared to controls. 
Further, Boutin et al205 found cortical impairments 24hours, 7 weeks, 22weeks, 32 weeks and 55 
weeks post-injury in one adolescent athlete  following a concussion Taken together these studies 
suggest cognitive function and dysfunction association with mild traumatic brain injury can be 
measured through ERP measurements throughout the recovery period. However, few studies 
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have monitored brain activity immediately following concussion and this study aims to provide 
evidence into concussion recovery patterns acutely following injury.  
2.8.3 Concussion-Chronic 
ERP research has demonstrated long-term deficits to be present following concussion. 
More specifically, Gaetz et al35 studied high school ice hockey players and grouped them by 
concussion number and tested them 6 months post-injury.  Researchers used a visual oddball task 
and noted that participants with three or more concussions demonstrated longer P3 latencies 
compared to control groups. Gaetz and Weinberg,35 compared adults with a history of concussion 
and healthy controls using visual and auditory oddball paradigms. Researchers found that those 
with a concussion history, regardless of age, displayed longer P3 latencies during visual oddball 
tasks.35 Further, Theriault et al22 examined asymptomatic concussed high school athlete 
asymptomatic compared to non-concussed athletes found those who sustain a concussion within 
a year of testing, displayed smaller P3a amplitudes compared to individuals with no concussion. 
In 2009, Broglio et al23 examined P3a and P3b components 90 collegiate and recreational 
athletes. The study examined individuals with and without a concussion history and found 
decreased N2 and P3b amplitude in individuals with a concussion history, but no P3a deficits. 
This study suggests that prolonged effects including cognitive dysfunction may be present up to 
3 years following injury. Additionally, De Beaumont et al,206 examined older adults 30 years 
removed from a concussive episode, and a group of age matched adults with no concussion 
history, and concluded that individuals with a concussion history showed significantly smaller 
P3a and P3b amplitudes, and longer peak latencies. Overall, a general decrease in cognitive 
function was noted 30 years post injury with attention resources, attention orientation and 
cognitive processing speed. Through EEG research, cognitive changes have been noted in ERP 
analysis. Despite the few studies talked about above, only a small group examined high school 
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athletes following concussion, while none examined pre-season to post-season changes in sub-
concussive impacts. Since, high school athletes are at a high risk for concussion, it is important 
to further examine the use of EEG and ERP measurements in football athletes. ERP concussion 
research has the ability to identify continued deficits in brain activation following clinical 
recovery.  
Furthermore, a novel ERP algorithm known as Brain Network Activation (BNA) seeks to 
identify brain activation patterns following a concussion. The BNA algorithm constructs a 
subject specific BNA pattern based on a phase locked evoked activity. Reches et al40 first used 
the BNA algorithm to outline differences in use of donepezil treatments compared to placebo 
effects and found donepezil networks could outline working memory performance, and 
suggesting the BNA algorithm can be sensitive enough to detect cognitive performance based on 
drug use. Kontos et al43, Eckner et al207 and Broglio et al,208 all used the BNA algorithm in 
association with concussion. Kontos et al43 found post-traumatic migraine participants 
demonstrated reduced BNA scores compared to matched controls 3 and 4 weeks post 
concussion. However, while a few studies have outlined the utility of BNA and network 
activation, Eckner et al207 found that the BNA score may be difficult to interpret due to the 
variability of the measurements and when not used in conjunction with participants own baseline 
score. Further, Broglio et al208 examined post concussion time points and was unable to 
determine BNA performance differences between concussed and controls performance. The 
overall use of the BNA algorithm may have potential for clinical use. Further research is needed 
to determine if the BNA algorithm is able to detect subtle effects as a result of repeated head 
impacts and to detect deficits present during concussion recovery. In all, the use of EEG shows 
promise for use in sub-concussive and concussive research.  
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2.9 Summary of Literature Review 
Contact sports participation, such as football, result in hundreds of repeated head impacts 
throughout a season. Previous research has suggested that repeated head impacts displayed no 
meaningful relationship to cognitive function. However, current research has suggested repeat 
head impacts may result in negative changes to brain function. In particular, it is unclear how 
sub-concussive impacts affect the developing brain in high school aged athletes.   
 During sport participation, some head impacts will lead to a concussion. Concussion 
management incorporates a clinical evaluation by a medical professional, supported by 
cognitive, balance, and symptom assessments. Since concussion clinical presentations vary by 
athlete, concussion diagnosis can be difficult. With a lack of sensitivity for common concussion 
assessment tools, concussion diagnosis and management can be difficult. Therefore, more 
sensitive concussion measures are needed to identify declines in cognitive function. This 
investigation will implement a novel evaluation of electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings, ERP 
analysis and standard clinical assessments in high school football athletes to evaluate concussive 
and sub-concussive impacts. The outcomes of this study will add to the body of literature as how 
sub-concussive impacts influence brain function. Therefore, this study will incorporate P3a, P3b, 
N2 and BNA algorithm in high school football athletes to identify concussion recovery patters 
and outline effects of repeated head impacts.  
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Chapter 3 Aim 1 
3.1.1 Aim 1: Sub-concussive head impacts 
Aim 1: To evaluate the effect sub-concussive head impacts impose on brain activity (Brain 
Network Activation algorithm, Event-Related Potentials), clinical cognitive function, and 
symptom reporting in high school football athletes. 
  Hypothesis 1A:  Football athletes will demonstrate a significant decline in brain network 
activity (BNA) following pre-season and post-season testing. Matched controls will demonstrate 
no changes in brain network activity performance across time-points 
 Hypothesis 1B: Football athletes will demonstrate a decline in P3 amplitude, and 
increase in P3 latency, as well as a decline N2 amplitude and an increase in N2 latency between 
pre-season and post-season testing, suggesting attention, cognition and allocation deficits are 
present following a season of high school football. Matched controls will demonstrate no 
changes in P3 amplitude, P3 latency, N2 amplitude, and N2 latency  
Hypothesis 1C: Hypothesis 1A:  Football athletes will not demonstrate a significant 
decline in the less sensitive clinical measures of cognitive function or symptom reports. Matched 
controls will demonstrate no changes in clinical cognitive assessment tools across time-points 
Hypothesis 1D: There will be a negative relationship between the number and volume 
(e.g. cumulative acceleration) of head impacts recorded by the HIT System and both brain 
network activity (BNA) and event-related potentials (P3a, P3b, N2 amplitudes and latencies), 
while we do not expect a negative relationship in the less sensitive clinical measure of cognitive 
function or symptom reports. 
Significance of Aim 1: Research has suggested that sub-concussive impacts have a negative 
effect on cognition.14,44 However, it is still largely unclear how sub-concussive effect brain 
activity following a season of high school football.  
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3.2 Participants 
A total of 88 participants from two Michigan high schools were included in the Aim 1. 
Participants are categorized into 2 groups (46 football athletes, 42 controls). The football athletes 
participated in high school football between the 2013, 2014, and 2015 football seasons. Controls 
were either athletes who participated in a non-contact sports [i.e. track/cross country (n=8), 
baseball (n=8), swimming (n=1), basketball (n=8), golf (n=1), bowling (n=1), tennis (n=4)], or 
participants who did not participate in athletics at all (n=11).  Controls were recruited from two 
Michigan high schools. Exclusion criteria included athletes with any known neurological 
disorders, those with ADD/ADHD, learning disabilities, concussions within the past 6 months, 
history of traumatic brain injury, skull fractures, or brain bleeds. Table 1 displays demographic 
information for all Aim1 participants.  
Table 1 Aim 1 Demographics 
Group N Age Height Weight Diagnosed 
Concussions 
Football 
Athletes 
N= 46 15.89 ±0.77 179.47 ±6.66 79.77±14.11 0.35±0.67 
Controls N= 42 16.02 ±1.02 177.07±7.72 66.52±11.54 0.12±0.33 
Total N=88 15.95 ±0.90 178.33 ±7.25 73.44±14.50 0.10±0.30 
 
  
3.3 Testing Protocol 
 Following informed parent consent and child assent, varsity football athletes were 
enrolled and equipped with a new or refurbished Riddell Revolution Speed helmet which was 
embedded with the Head Impact Telemetry System (HITS) encoder that recorded all impacts 
during normal football participation without intervention by investigators. Football athletes were 
fitted with the system starting with first string varsity athletes at the greatest risk for injury.17 HIT 
System data stored the location and magnitude of all impacts sustained for each football athlete 
and used for later analysis. 
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All enrolled participants were asked to complete a battery of tests at three time points: 
pre-season, mid-season, and post-season.  The assessment battery included a demographics 
questionnaire that encompassed the FITBIR TBI Common Data Elements (e.g. age, height, 
weight, race, gender, etc.) and other variables of interest (e.g. medications, caffeine use, sleep, 
family history of migraines, etc.), Electroencephalography (EEG) during a three-stimulus 
auditory oddball cognitive task, Axon cognitive performance test, clinical reaction time task, two 
Health Related Quality of Life surveys (Satisfaction With Life, and Health Behavior Inventory), 
and symptom inventory (described below). Pre-season testing was completed through the 
summer months and ended prior to any pre-season practices (June to mid-August).  Throughout 
the 9-week regular football season (September to early-November), each athlete was randomly 
selected (without replacement) to complete the testing procedure again.  At the conclusion of the 
competitive season, all athletes were tested again on the assessment battery (November to 
December).   
3.4 Instrumentation 
3.4.1 Helmet Impact Telemetry (HIT) System  
The Head Impact Telemetry (HIT) System  (Sideline Response System, Riddell Inc, Elyria, 
OH) was used to measure biomechanical factors associated with head impacts from practices and 
games during three football seasons (2013-2015). The device consists of two units: the encoder 
located within the helmet and a laptop computer for data storage and processing. In addition, 
there was a sideline receiver that communicates with each individual player unit. The individual 
player encoders are composed of six thimble sized single-axis accelerometers recording at 
1000Hz, one temperature sensor, a telemetry unit and data storage device, and battery pack. The 
memory device can record and store 100 impacts when out of range of the sideline computer. 
The components are sealed in waterproof plastic and retrofitted between the pads of a Riddell 
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Revolution Speed football helmet. Upon impact, a sideline computer receives the transmitted 
signals and stores the data for later analysis. The sideline computer receives impact data from up 
to 100 players up to 150 yards away. The data available from the software contains all pertinent 
impact data including: peak linear acceleration, rotational acceleration, impact duration, location, 
time stamp, Gadd Severity Index (GADD)133, Head Injury Criterion (HIC),132 and Head Injury 
Severity Profile (HITsp).131 HIT System equipped helmets look and function identically to other 
helmets and meet National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment 
(NOCSAE) safety standards.  The HIT system has been deemed to be reliable for recording 
linear acceleration, rotational acceleration and impact location in football.209 In addition, the 
accuracy of the HIT system has been significantly studied137-139 suggesting that the HIT system is 
valid for monitoring head impacts when compared to Hybrid III using Anthromorphic Test 
Dummy’s. 
3.4.2 Electroencephalography (EEG)  
Neuroelectric data were collected using a EGI 256 channel Ag-AgCl wet lead cap and a 
300-amp amplifier (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, OR) using standard procedures, electrode 
placement, and cleaning procedures outlined by the Geodesic Sensor Net Technical Manual.210 
Data were recorded a rate of 256 Hz. (processing described below)  
3.4.2.a Oddball Task 
  The 3-stimulus auditory oddball task (Target, Frequent and Novel) asked participants to 
respond as quickly and accurately as possible using a hand push-button, which was only to be 
pressed when an infrequent (target) stimulus was presented, while ignoring all other auditory 
stimuli (frequent high tone and novel miscellaneous noises).  The auditory oddball task had 
sections of 300 trials each. The target stimuli was a 1000 Hz tone presented with a probability of 
10% (estimated 60 times), and Frequent, non-target stimuli was a 2000 Hz tone presented with a 
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80% probability (estimated 480 times).  In addition to the target and non-target stimuli, a novel 
stimuli (e.g. phone ring, knock on door, misc. noises, etc.) occurred with a probability of 10% 
(estimated 60 times).  Trials were 
presented using a headset over a total 
duration of 16 minutes.  
3.4.2.b Event Related Potentials  
A sub-component of EEG is 
Event Related Potentials (ERP), which 
represents neural activity patterns 
associated with auditory or visual 
stimuli.  Data were processed in a 
MatLab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) 
using a custom program called EEGlab developed by (UC San Diego; Swartz Center for 
Computational Neuroscience). Raw EEG data were referenced to average mastoid electrodes. 
Bad channels were identified for removal using the channel rejection tool boxes in EEGLAB 
(Kurtosis, Z scores threshold max 5). Rejected channels were then interpolated using Spherical 
Method in EEGLAB. Data were reduced from 256 to 68 channels by using a 10-20 map to 
identify channels. Data were then band pass filtered (0.1-30 Hz). The filtered data were epoched 
(-100 to 200 ms). Epochs with eye blinks or bad data were rejected. Epochs were baseline 
corrected using the 100-ms of EEG signal prior to the evoking stimulus.  
Target epochs were extracted separately and included in analysis. Analyses were 
performed with data from midline electrodes (FCZ, FZ, CPZ, PZ). Figure 1 demonstrates 
location of midline electrodes.  For P3a the electrodes FCZ and CPZ were identified due to the 
largest frontal and parietal distribution found, while for P3b we used electrodes CPZ and PZ for 
Figure 1 Electrode placement map 
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the primary temporal and parietal amplifications. For N2, electrodes FCZ and FZ were identified 
because N2 is identified to be largest in the frontal or anterior scalp regions.  
Three ERP components (P3a, P3b and N2), amplitude (μv) and latency (ms) were used 
for interpretation. The P3 component reflects allocation of attentional resources. More 
specifically the P3a component is generated when sufficient attentional focus is engaged during 
stimuli, while P3b is generated when attentional resources activate working memory.192 The N2 
components were used to identify stimulus-response conflict. The P3 component was identified 
by the mean amplitude within 50ms of the largest positive peak within 300-700 ms latency, 
which has been used in other research studies.32 The largest negative peak between 200-350 ms 
was used to identify the N2 component. The time point associated with the peak amplitude for 
P3 and N2 defined peak latency.  Figure 2 below demonstrates example ERP components.  
Figure 2 ERP components 
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3.4.2.c ElMindA Brain Network Activation (BNA):  
The BNA is a novel analysis technique that can be applied to standard EEG measures. 
The BNA score uses a proprietary algorithm and analysis is completed in two processing stages. 
Figure 3 demonstrates the analysis patterns 
with blue arrows representing the process 
of analyzing group patterns and red arrows 
representing the process of evaluating 
individual participant data. In the group 
pattern analysis stage, raw EEG undergoes 
5 steps of analysis – (1) Data 
preprocessing, (2) Band-passing, (3) 
Discretization, (4) Normalization, and (5) 
Network Analysis forming a set of patterns that characterize the group.40,42 In the individual 
participants evaluation stage, raw EEG undergoes 5 steps of evaluation: steps (1)-(4) as 
performed in the group analysis stage and (5) evaluation based on a set of patterns collected 
during the group analysis stage.42 The individual patterns are then compared to group patterns 
derived from the patient’s pre-injury assessment and a BNA similarity score is generated 
between 0 and 100.39-42 A low BNA score suggests the individuals scores deviates from 
normative values. For the purposes of this investigation, only one cognitive task was 
implemented to evaluate multiple aspects of brain function and connectivity: Auditory Oddball. 
Figure 3 The process by which standard EEG signals are processed to 
determine brain networks associated with a given task 
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The task yields four unique BNA scores (Amplitude, Synchronization, Timing, and 
Connectivity) per stimulus (Frequent, Target, Novel) for each participant, for a total of 12 BNA 
scores. The BNA scores are said to represent the functional networks of the brain during a 
cognitive. Participants were asked to sit comfortably in a quiet room during testing. A low dim 
light was turned on during testing. During the testing session, participants were asked to perform 
the Auditory Oddball Task. Participants were instructed to minimize blinking during testing, 
affix their gaze on a centered location on the testing screen, and avoid excessive eye, facial and 
body movements.  
3.4.3 Axon Sport 
 The Axon Sports Computerized Cognitive Assessment Tool is a concussion clinical 
assessment technique that has been shown to display a high sensitivity (71%) to identifying 
cognitive impairments following concussion.115 Axon measures speed and accuracy of different 
aspects of thinking: Processing Speed, Attention, and Learning and Working Memory. Each 
computerized assessment displays four tasks that use playing cards and takes <15min to 
complete.  The test was administered 3 time points: pre-season, mid-season, and post-season for 
aim 1 and two additional for aim 2 (72-hour post-concussion, asymptomatic). 
 
3.4.4 Clinical Reaction Time 
The clinical reaction time assessment tool is a stick drop clinical reaction time task. The 
clinical reaction time tool assesses cognitive and motor abilities. The tool is comprised of a 1.3 
meter rod with marking every centimeter increments as well as a disk to stabilize the bottom of 
the stick. During testing, participants were given direction to catch the stick as quickly as 
possible upon release of the stick. The stick is dropped from above, parallel to the participants’ 
hand. This assesses the participants’ ability to respond to and catch the stick from a dropped 
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position.  The participants were given two practice tests followed by eight recorded trials. The 
distances marked on the side of stick were recorded as the distance in centimeters.  The test was 
administered at three time points: pre-season, mid-season and post-season.  The clinical reaction 
time task has been deemed a valid clinical utility to measure reaction time in male football 
players. 122 Research has suggested clinical reaction time has a marginal test-retest reliability 
(ICC=0.61 and 0.69). Further studies have suggested a combined sensitivity of 75% and 
specificity of 68% with a 65% confidence interval to detect changes.123 
3.4.5 Health Related Quality of Life 
3.4.5.a Satisfaction with Life Scale: 
The Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWL) is a 5-item Likert scale survey that assesses 
patients’ current overall satisfaction with life based. The Likert scale ranges from strongly agree, 
agree, slightly agree, neither agrees nor disagree, slightly disagree, disagree, strongly disagree. 
The Likert scale is converted to a numerical scale ranging from 1-7 with strongly agree having a 
value of 7. The higher the SWL scores, the better Health Related Quality of Life the participants 
demonstrates. SWL has consistently been found to have a high internal reliability.211 Lastly, 
SWL has been deemed valid211,212 and highly correlated to health213 and self esteem.  
3.4.5.b Health Behavior Inventory 
The Health Behavioral Inventory (HBI) is a 20-item survey assessing various personal 
health beliefs. There are two summation questions 1) referring to total of cognitive items and 2) 
referring to the total of somatic items. The survey ranges in score from 0-3. The scale uses 
answers of never, rarely, sometimes and often to assess behavior. The higher the score the lower 
the Health Related Quality Of Life the participants perceives.  The HBI survey is commonly 
used in research and has been validated for use.175,214  
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3.4.6 Symptom Inventory 
The SCAT3 Graded Symptom Checklist 26 was implemented to monitor the 
presence/absence of concussion related symptoms during assessment time points.215 The 
symptom inventory asked the athlete if he currently had any of the 22 common concussion 
symptoms (e.g. headache, confusion, dizziness, etc.), and graded them on a severity scale 
ranging from 0-6 (none to severe).  The values were summed for a total symptom score and total 
severity score. The higher the symptoms score the greater the number of symptoms the 
participant reported. In addition, if the participant was symptomatic, follow up questions were 
asked, to gauge if symptoms worsened with physical or mental activity, and asked for a reason 
for symptom presentation. The graded symptom checklist has a sensitivity of 82% and a 
specificity of 100%216 and is widely used in concussion management and clinical practice. 
However, sensitivity of the graded symptom checklist decreases over injury timeline.217 A graded 
symptom checklist is recommended in current consensus guidelines.24-26,46 
3.5 Aim 1 Statistical Analysis  
Statistical analyses was completed using SPSS version 21 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois, USA) 
and significance noted when p< 0.05. Prior to analysis, any athlete sustaining a concussion 
during football participation was removed from the Aim 1 analysis and moved into the Aim 2 
dataset (n=18) (see below). 
Primary analysis includes a mixed measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), with time as 
a repeated measures and group (football-athletes and control) as a between subjects factor was 
completed for Axon performance, clinical reaction time, Health Related Quality of life (SWL 
and HBI), Symptom Inventory and BNA scores generated from the Auditory Oddball cognitive 
task. Violations of sphericity were corrected using Greenhouse Geisser corrections. Further 
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significant findings warranted post-hoc analyses using Tukey’s honestly significant difference 
(HSD) tests and Bonferroni correction. Further a mixed model analysis of variance was 
performed with time (pre-season and post-season) as a repeated measure and group (Football-
athletes and controls) as a between subjects factor for Target and Frequent peak amplitude and 
latency for P3a, P3b, N2 in the following electrodes FCZ, FZ, CPZ, PZ. In addition, a mixed 
model ANOVA was used to analyze Auditory Oddball Task performance Reaction Time and 
response accuracy for group (Football-athletes, controls) and time points (pre-season and post-
season). Significant findings warranted post-hoc analysis using Tukey’s honestly significant 
difference (HSD) tests. A total of 8 football athletes and 6 control subjects were removed from 
analysis due to incomplete data sets and missing data points for a total of 38 football athletes and 
36 control subjects. 
A secondary analysis was completed using a stepwise regression analysis will be 
performed to predict BNA score, Event related potential amplitude and latency, and clinical 
assessment differences from pre-season and post-season assessment points based on impact data 
captured by the HIT System summarized up to the point of testing (Total season impacts, 
Cumulative linear acceleration, Cumulative Rotational acceleration). A step-wise regression was 
used for analysis in order to sequence the predictor variables by starting with no variables in the 
model, then adding in each variable into the model, and continuing to add variables that improve 
the model and best predicts the variables.  
3.6 Aim 1 Results  
3.6.1 Impact Data 
A total of 30,425 head impacts were recorded for football athletes during a single season 
of football (2013season: n= 13,603; 2014season: n= 6,288; 2015season: n = 10,534). Football 
athletes sustained an average of 482.94 head impacts per season (2013 season = 680.15; 2014 
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season = 349.33; 2015 season = 421.36). Football athletes sustained an average linear 
acceleration of 27.41g and a median linear acceleration of 22.3g per impact. Football athletes 
sustained an average rotational acceleration of 1,214.24 rad/s2, a median rotational acceleration 
of 1,052.85 rad/s2. Football athletes also sustained an average HITsp of 16.41, median HITsp of 
14.7. Further head impact measures are displayed in Table 2 and Table 3 by season and football 
positions.   
 
Table 2 Aim 1 Head impacts per season 
 Totals  2013 Season 
(n=19) 
2014 Season  
(n=15) 
2015 Season 
(n=12) 
Total cumulative impacts 30,425 13,603 6,288 10,534 
Average season impacts 482.94 680.15 349.33 421.36 
Practice impacts 17,739 8,099 3,254 6,386 
Game impacts 12,686 5,504 3,034 4,148 
Mean Linear acceleration (g) 27.41 27.20 26.83 28.02 
Mean Rotational acceleration (rad/s2) 1,214.24 1,203.37 1,218.03 1,226.00 
Mean HITsp 16.41 16.21 16.86 16.40 
Mean HIC 13.78 13.35 13.13 14.73 
Mean GSI 24.25 20.12 33.66 29.97 
 
 
Table 3 Aim 1 Head impacts by football position 
 Linemen 
(n=13) 
QB 
(n=1) 
WR/S/Corners 
(n=13) 
RB/TE/LB 
(n=19) 
Practice impacts 8,882 176 2,315 6,366 
Game impacts 5,172 279 2,050 5,185 
Total impacts 14,054 455 4,365 11,551 
Mean linear acceleration 27.05g 29.36g 26.11g 27.46g 
Mean rotational 
acceleration 
1,183.70 
rad/s2 
1,337.38 
rad/s2 
1,205.73 rad/s2 1,249.76 rad/s2 
Mean HITsp 16.19 17.42 16.04 16.79 
Mean HIC 13.49 18.68 13.07 14.22 
Mean GSI 21.89 26.39 19.37 28.89 
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3.6.2 Mixed Measures Analysis of Variance: Primary analysis 
3.6.2.1 BNA Scores 
 3.6.2.1.a Frequent Amplitude BNA 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Frequent Amplitude BNA 
scores across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well as in 
comparison between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated no assumptions of 
sphericity had been violated for Frequent Amplitude BNA (p=0.83). No significant main effect 
for time was found for Frequent Amplitude [F (2,144 =2.00, p=0.14]. In addition, no interaction 
was found between group and time [F (2,144)=0.11,p=0.90], and no significant group effect was 
found for Frequent Amplitude [F (1,72)= 0.20, p=0.66]. Mean Frequent Amplitude BNA by 
group scores are presented in Table 4. 
3.6.2.1.b Frequent Synchronization BNA 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Frequent Synchronization 
BNA score across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well as in 
comparison between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated no assumptions of 
sphericity had been violated for Frequent Synchronization BNA (p=0.18).  A significant main 
effect for time was found for Frequent Synchronization [F(2,144)= 7.07, p=0.01], with post-hoc 
analysis indicating significantly higher Frequent Synchronization scores at post-season (80.09 
±14.10) compared to pre-season (74.04 ±18.86). In addition, post-hoc analysis indicated 
significantly (p=0.03) higher post-season scores (80.09± 14.10) for Frequent Synchronization 
compared to mid-season Frequent Synchronization (75.43± 17.76). No interaction was found 
between group and time [F(2,144)=1.48, p=0.23]. Lastly, no significant group effects were found 
for Frequent Synchronization [F (1,72)=0.31,p=0.58]. Mean Frequent Synchronization BNA by 
group scores are presented in Table 4. 
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3.6.2.1.c Frequent Timing BNA  
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Frequent Timing BNA 
scores across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well as in 
comparison between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated no assumptions of 
sphericity had been violated for Frequent Timing BNA (p=0.09).  A significant main effect for 
time was found for Frequent Timing [F(2,144)= 4.24, p=0.02], with post-hoc analysis indicating 
significantly (p<0.01) higher BNA Frequent Timing scores at post-season (72.80± 20.24) 
compared to pre-season (66.34 ±26.76).  No interaction was found between group and time 
[F(2,144)= 1.07, p=0.35). Lastly, no significant group effects were found for Frequent Timing 
[F(1,72)=1.42, p=0.23]. Mean Frequent Timing BNA by group scores are presented in Table 4. 
3.6.2.1.d Frequent Connectivity BNA 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Frequent Connectivity BNA 
scores across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well as in 
comparison between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated no assumptions of 
sphericity had been violated for Frequent Connectivity BNA (p=0.43).  A significant main effect 
for time was found for Frequent Connectivity [F(2,144)= 3.53, p=0.03], with post-hoc analysis 
indicating significant (p=0.04) higher Frequent Connectivity post-season scores (73.57± 11.42) 
compared to pre-season (70.22± 16.07) . No interaction was found between group and time 
[(2,144)=1.07,p=0.33]), and lastly, no significant group effects were found for Frequent Timing 
[F(1,72)=1.44,p=0.23]. Mean Frequent Connectivity BNA by group scores are present in Table 
4. 
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3.6.2.1.e Target Amplitude BNA 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Target amplitude BNA 
scores across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well as in 
comparison between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated a violation of 
sphericity was present for Target Amplitude (p<0.01, W(2)=0.82), Therefore, a Greenhouse 
Geisser correction was used.  A significant main effect for time was present for Target 
Amplitude [F(1.70,122.38)= 3.34, p=0.05], with post-hoc analysis indicating significant (p<0.01) 
decrements were present between post-season Target Amplitude (52.50 ± 32.86) and pre-season 
(61.31± 25.83). In addition, post-hoc analysis revealed significant (p=0.04) decrements in Target 
Amplitude BNA scores between pre-season (61.31± 25.83) and mid-season (52.50 ±32.86). No 
significant interactions [F(1.70,122.38)=0.05, p=0.93] or group effects [F(1,72)=3.26,p=0.08] 
were present for Target Amplitude. Mean Target Amplitude BNA by group scores are presented 
in Table 4. 
3.6.2.1.f Target Synchronization 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Target Synchronization 
BNA scores across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well as in 
comparison between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated a violation of 
sphericity was present for Target Synchronization (p=0.30). No significant main effect for time 
was noted for Target Synchronization [F(2,144)=0.45, p=0.64]. In addition, no interaction 
[F(2,144)=0.38,p=0.69) or group effect [F(1,72)=2.67, p=0.11] was present for Target 
Synchronization. Mean Target Synchronization BNA by group scores are presented in Table 4. 
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3.6.2.1.g Target Timing  
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Target Timing BNA scores 
across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well as in comparison 
between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated a violation of sphericity was 
present for Target Timing (p=0.07). No significant main effect for time was noted for Target 
Timing [F(2,144)=0.20 p=0.82]. In addition, no interaction [F(2,144)=1.23 p=0.30] or group 
effect [F(1,72)=1.44, p=0.23] was present for Target Timing. Mean Target Timing BNA by 
group scores are presented in Table 4. 
3.6.2.1.h Target Connectivity 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Target amplitude BNA 
scores across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well as in 
comparison between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated a violation of 
sphericity was present for Target Connectivity (p<0.01). Therefore, a Greenhouse Geisser 
correction was used. No significant main effect for time was present for Target Connectivity 
[F(1.73,124.56)=0.51, p=0.60] No interaction [F(1.73,124.56)=0.53, p=0.57] or group effect 
[F(1,72)=3.41, p=0.07] was found for Target Connectivity. Mean Target Connectivity BNA by 
group scores are presented in Table 4. 
3.6.2.1.i Novel Amplitude BNA 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Novel Amplitude BNA 
scores across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well as in 
comparison between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated a violation of 
sphericity was not present for Novel Amplitude (p=0.81). No significant main effect for time 
was found for Novel Amplitude [F(2,144)=2.93, p=0.06). No significant interaction 
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[F(2,144)=0.27,p=0.77], or group effect [F(1,72)=0.06,p=0.81] was present for Novel 
Amplitude. Mean Novel Amplitude BNA by group scores are presented in Table 4. 
3.6.2.1.j Novel Synchronization 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Novel Amplitude BNA 
scores across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well as in 
comparison between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated a violation of 
sphericity was not present for Novel Synchronization (p=0.65). A significant main effect for time 
was found for Novel Synchronization [F(2,144)= 5.51, p=0.01], with post-hoc analysis 
indicating significantly larger  Novel Synchronization scores at post-season (67.81 ± 24.87) 
compared to pre-season (57.67 ± 29.62). Additionally, post-hoc analysis indicated significantly 
higher scores at post-season (67.81 ± 24.87) Novel Synchronization compared to mid-season 
(60.43 ±33.73). No significant interactions [F(2,144)=0.78, p=0.46), or group effects 
[F(1,72)=2.96, p=0.09] were present for Novel Synchronization. Mean Novel Synchronization 
BNA by group scores are presented in Table 4. 
3.6.2.1.k Novel Timing 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Novel Amplitude BNA 
scores across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well as in 
comparison between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated a violation of 
sphericity was present for Novel Timing (p=0.01,W (2)=0.86). Therefore, a Greenhouse Geisser 
correction was used. No main effect for time was found for Novel Timing 
[F(1.76,126.77)=,p=0.07). No significant interaction [F(1.76, 126.77)=0.29,p=0.72], or group 
effect [F(1,72=0.06,p=0.81] was present for Novel Timing. Mean Novel Timing BNA by group 
scores are presented in Table 4. 
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3.6.2.1.l Novel Connectivity 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Novel Connectivity BNA 
scores across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well as in 
comparison between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated a violation of 
sphericity was not present for Novel Connectivity (p=0.22). A significant main effect for time 
was found for Novel Connectivity [F(2,144)= 5.32, p=0.01], with post-hoc analysis indicating 
significantly higher Novel Connectivity performance at postseason (68.47 ± 21.32) compared to 
pre-season (59.65 ± 28.18). No interaction [F(2,144)=0.58,p=0.56] or group effects were present 
for Novel Connectivity [F(1,72)=0.61, p=0.44]. Mean Novel Connectivity BNA by group scores 
are presented in Table 4. 
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Table 4 Aim 1 BNA output scores means and standard deviations 
Group Pre-season Mid-season Post-season 
Frequent Amplitude (Mean± STD) (Mean ±STD) (Mean ±STD) 
Football Athletes 71.15 ± 22.60 66.26 ± 26.62 68.26 ± 27.67 
Controls 69.41 ± 18.53 62.68 ± 27.69 67.37 ± 23.56 
Total 70.30 ± 20.60 64.52 ± 27.02 67.83 ± 25.57 
Frequent Synchronization    
Football Athletes 71.72 ± 19.04 75.93 ± 17.45 79.10 ± 15.03 
Controls 76.48 ± 16.63 74.91 ± 18.32 81.13 ± 13.18 
Total 74.04 ± 18.86* 75.43 ± 17.76* 80.09 ± 14.10* 
Frequent Timing    
Football Athletes 67.62 ± 28.54 73.56 ± 23.55 75.65 ± 18.83 
Controls 64.98 ± 25.08 64.44 ± 24.55 69.79 ± 23.17 
Total 66.34 ± 26.76* 69.13 ± 24.32 72.80 ± 20.24* 
Frequent Connectivity    
Football Athletes 70.16 ± 17.17 71.92 ± 15.05 74.33 ± 12.17 
Controls 70.29 ± 15.08 67.32 ± 15.35 72.76 ± 10.69 
Total 70.22 ± 16.07* 69.69 ± 15.27 73.57 ± 11.42* 
Target Amplitude    
Football Athletes 65.36 ± 29.96 57.54 ± 30.24 56.99 ± 33.09 
Controls 57.04 ± 25.36 46.78 ± 31.71 47.77 ± 32.39 
Total 61.31 ± 25.83* 52.31 ± 31.22* 52.50 ± 32.86* 
Target Synchronization    
Football Athletes 59.83 ± 28.00 66.89 ± 30.02 60.34 ± 29.61 
Controls 53.40 ± 31.91 53.60 ± 36.43 53.22 ± 35.28 
Total 56.70 ± 29.93 60.23 ± 33.73  56.88 ± 32.47 
Target Timing    
Football Athletes 67.21 ± 29.62 70.46 ± 32.35 67.79 ± 32.62 
Controls 64.48 ± 29.73 56.73 ± 32.73 61.44 ± 37.38 
Total 65.88 ± 29.50 63.78 ± 33.04 64.70 ± 34.92 
Target Connectivity    
Football Athletes 64.13 ± 23.60 64.96 ± 25.79 61.71 ± 25.62 
Controls 58.31 ± 25.54 52.37 ± 27.63 54.15 ± 29.79 
Total 61.30 ± 24.57 58.84 ± 27.26 58.03 ± 27.80 
Novel Amplitude    
Football Athletes 64.14 ± 30.84 63.96 ± 27.63 71.43 ± 23.31 
Controls 60.74 ± 33.81 65.32 ± 32.68 69.30 ± 28.20 
Total 62.49 ± 32.14 64.62 ± 29.99 70.39 ± 25.65 
Novel Synchronization    
Football Athletes 63.99 ± 26.92 62.38 ± 25.42 71.88 ± 20.79 
Controls 51.00 ± 31.22 57.41 ± 29.49 63.51 ± 28.21 
Total 59.67 ± 29.62* 59.96 ± 27.40* 67.81 ± 24.87* 
Novel Timing    
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Football Athletes 60.94 ± 34.09 61.85 ± 32.25 67.61 ± 31.02 
Controls 56.58 ± 33.35 62.73 ± 30.75 66.76 ± 27.10 
Total 58.82 ± 33.57* 62.28 ± 31.32 67.20 ± 28.98* 
Novel Connectivity    
Football Athletes 63.02 ± 26.91 62.73 ± 24.05 70.31 ± 19.59 
Controls 56.11 ± 29.42 61.82 ± 28.59 66.52 ± 23.12 
Total 59.66 ± 28.18* 62.29 ± 26.18 68.47 ± 21.32* 
Bold signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
 
 
3.6.2.2Event-Related Potentials 
3.6.2.2.a The Target P3a component 
 Group-averaged Target P3a ERP amplitudes and latencies are reported in Table 5. Mixed 
model ANOVA was used to determine differences in P3a scores across the two time points (pre-
season, and post-season) as well between football and control groups by electrodes FCZ and 
CPZ. Mauchleys test indicated that assumptions of sphericity had not been violated for either 
FCZ or CPZ electrodes (p’s>0.05). A significant main effect for time was present for FCZ 
electrode for the Target P3a amplitude [F(1,74)=4.19, p=0.04], with post-hoc analysis indicating 
larger post-season P3a amplitudes (4.59 ± 6.18μv) present compared to pre-season P3a 
amplitude (2.94 ± 3.91μv) . No significant main effect for time was present for P3a Target FCZ 
latency [F(1,74)=0.24, p=0.62]. No significant main effect for time was present for Target P3a 
amplitude CPZ electrode component [F(1,74)=0.12,p=0.73], or CPZ  latency 
[F(1,74)=0.28,p=0.60]. A significant interaction was present for FCZ Target P3a amplitude 
[F(1,74)=4.00, p=0.05]. No interaction was present for FCZ Target P3a latency [F(1,74)2.62, 
p=0.11]. Additionally, no interaction was present for CPZ P3a Target amplitude [F(1,744)=1.60, 
p=0.21] or CPZ latency [F(1,74)=1.68, p=0.20]. No significant group effect was present for FCZ 
P3a amplitude [F(1,74)=0.85, p=0.36]. A significant group effect was found for FCZ P3a latency 
[F(1,74)=4.24,p=0.04], with post-hoc analysis indicating group differences present between 
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football-athletes and controls at pre-season P3a latency with football-athletes (440.71 ±120.98 
ms) demonstrated faster latencies than controls (529.50±143.19ms).  No significant group effect 
was present for CPZ P3a Target amplitude [F(1,74)=0.04, p=0.84] or latency [F(1,74)=0.15, 
p=0.70]. Figures 4 and 5 displays FCZ and CPZ amplitudes and latency over time between 
groups. 
Table 5 Aim 1 Target P3a ERP means and standard deviations 
Group Pre-season Post-season 
FCZ P3a Amplitude (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) 
Football Athletes 2.75 ±4.10 5.52 ±4.81 
Controls 3.23 ±3.67 3.25± 7.65 
Total 2.94 ±3.91* 4.60 ±6.18* 
CPZ P3a Amplitude   
Football Athletes 8.79 ±5.07 9.82 ±5.79 
Controls 9.38±4.01 8.80±6.01 
Total 9.03 ±4.65 9.41 ±5.87 
FCZ P3a latency   
Football Athletes 440.71 ±120.98+ 484.80 ±140.05 
Controls 524.65±142.86+ 501.16 ±150.03 
Total 474.95 ±135.92 491.47 ±143.44 
CPZ P3a latency   
Football Athletes 414.13 ±91.61 432.11± 89.79 
Controls 436.52 ±107.04 415.10± 91.09 
Total 423.26 ±98.13 419.84 ±89.81 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
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Figure 4 Aim 1 Pre-season and post-season football-athletes vs. controls comparisons for 
FCZ average ERP  
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Figure 5 Aim 1 Pre-season and post-season football-athletes vs. controls comparisons for 
CPZ average ERP (P3a waves between 300-700ms) 
 
 
3.6.2.2.b The Target P3b component 
Group-average Target P3b ERP amplitudes and latencies are reported in Table 6. 
Following a Mixed model ANOVA, Mauchleys test indicated that assumptions of sphericity had 
not been violated for either CPZ or PZ electrodes amplitude or latency (p’s>0.05). No significant 
main effect for time was present for CPZ target P3b amplitude [F(1,74)= 0.12, p=0.73] or latency 
[F(1,74)=0.28, p=0.60]. No significant main effect for time was present for PZ target P3b 
amplitude [F(1,74)=1.08, p=0.30], or latency [F(1,74)=0.59, p=0.44]. Additionally, no 
interaction between time and group was present for CPZ Target P3b amplitude [F(1,74)=1.60, 
p=0.21] or latency [F(1,74)=1.68, p=0.20], or between PZ P3b amplitude [F(1,74)=0.12, p=0.73] 
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and latency [F(1,74)= 0.09, p=0.76]. No significant group effect was present for CPZ target 
amplitude [F(1,74)= 0.04p=0.84], CPZ Target P3b latency [F(1,74)= 0.15, p=0.70], PZ target 
P3b amplitude [F(1,74)=1.56, p=0.22], or PZ target P3b latency [F(1,74)=0.85, p=0.36].  Figures 
5 and 6 display CPZ and PZ amplitudes and latency over time between groups. 
Table 6 Aim 1 Target P3b ERP means and standard deviations 
Group Pre-season Post-season 
CPZ P3b Amplitude (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) 
Football Athletes 8.79 ±5.07 9.82 ±5.79 
Controls 9.38±4.01 8.80±6.01 
Total 9.03 ±4.65 9.41 ±5.87 
PZ P3b Amplitude   
Football Athletes 10.15 ±5.78 9.78± 5.38 
Controls 9.02± 3.56 8.27± 4.83 
Total 9.69± 5.00 9.16± 5.18 
CPZ P3b Latency   
Football Athletes 414.13 ±91.61 432.11± 89.79 
Controls 436.52 ±107.04 415.10± 91.09 
Total 423.26 ±98.13 419.84 ±89.81 
PZ P3b latency   
Football Athletes 418.04± 66.70 431.64± 90.34 
Controls 435.87 ±95.29 441.81 ±88.33 
Total 425.32 ±79.48 435.79 ±89.07 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
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Figure 6 Aim 1 Pre-season and post-season football-athletes vs. controls comparisons for 
PZ average ERP (P3b waves between 300-700ms) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.6.2.2.c The Target N2 component 
 Group-average Target N2 ERP amplitudes and latencies are reported in Table 7. 
Following Mixed model ANOVA, Mauchleys test indicated that assumptions of sphericity had 
not been violated for either FCZ or FZ electrodes N2 amplitude or N2 latency (p’s>0.05). No 
significant main effect for time was present for FCZ electrode during N2 amplitude 
[F(1,74)=0.06,p=0.82], FCZ N2 latency [F(1,74)=0.19,p=0.66], or FZ N2 amplitude 
[F(1,74)=0.00,p=0.99].  A significant main effect for time was present for FZ Target N2 latency 
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[F(1,72)= 6.76, p=0.01], with post-hoc analysis indicating longer FZ Target N2 latencies at post-
season (298.86 ±37.26 ms) compared to pre-season N2 latency (284.76 ± 36.47 ms). 
Additionally, no interaction between time and groups was present for FCZ N2 amplitude 
F(1,74)=2.18, p=0.14] or FCZ N2 latency F(1,74)=0.56,p=0.46], or FZ N2 amplitude 
[F(1,74)=3.54,p=0.06], FZ N2 latency [F(1,74)=0.13,p=0.72]. No significant group effect was 
present FCZ N2 amplitude [F(1,75)=0.00,p=0.95], FCZ N2 latency [F(1,74)=2.74,p=0.10], FZ 
N2 amplitude [F(1,74)=0.12,p=0.74], or FZ N2 latency [F(1,74)=3.02,p=0.09].  Figures 4 and 7 
display FCZ and FZ amplitudes and latency over time between groups. 
 
Table 7 Target N2 ERP means and standard deviations 
Group Pre-season Post-season 
FCZ N2 Amplitude (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) 
Football Athletes -8.85 ± 3.69 -7.72 ± 6.10 
Controls -7.57 ± 4.17 -9.14 ±10.03 
Total -8.34 ± 3.92 -8.30 ± 7.91 
FZ N2 Amplitude   
Football Athletes -9.18 ± 4.24 -7.10 ± 4.92 
Controls -7.51 ± 4.13 -9.56 ± 11.99 
Total -8.50 ± 4.25 -8.10 ± 8.54 
FCZ N2 latency   
Football Athletes 278.74 ± 28.23 277.24 ± 37.24 
Controls 265.29 ± 39.54 271.48±27.97 
Total 273.32 ± 33.73 274.89 ± 33.69 
FZ N2 latency   
Football Athletes 290.27 ± 32.40 302.72 ± 35.80 
Controls 276.67 ± 40.97 293.20± 39.24 
Total 284.76 ± 36.47* 298.86 ± 37.26* 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
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Figure 7 Aim 1 Pre-season and post-season football-athletes vs. controls comparisons for 
FZ average ERP (N2 waves between 200-350 ms) 
 
 
 
 
 
3.6.2.3 Auditory Oddball Performance Data  
 Following Mixed model ANOVA for auditory oddball behavior data by time (pre-season 
and post-season) and by group (football athletes and controls), a significant main effect for time 
was present for the average number of errant tones participants acknowledged as the target tone 
[F(1,75)=6.11, p=0.02], post-hoc analysis indicating significant (p=0.01) more average errant 
tones (1.74 ± 4.20)  during pre-season compared to during post-season testing (0.82 ±1.51). 
These results suggest that following multiple tests, participants were able to more accurately 
identify the target tone.  No significant main effect was present for average target tone reaction 
time [F(1,75)=0.29, p=0.59], or average percent correct [F(1,75)=2.05, p=0.16]. No interaction 
between time and group, was present for average reaction time [F(1,75)=0.14, p=0.71], average 
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errant tones [F(1,75)=1.07, p=0.30], or average response accuracy [F(1,75)=1.61,p=0.21]. 
Additionally, no group effects were present for average reaction time [F(1,75)=0.35), or errant 
tone [F(1,75)=0.31, p=0.58]. However a group difference was present for average percent correct 
[F(1,75)=5.63, p=0.02]. Table 8 displays means and standard deviations for groups and times. 
Table 8 Aim 1 Average Auditory Oddball behavior data means and standard deviations 
 Pre-season Post-season 
 (Mean ±std) (Mean ±std) 
Average Reaction Time  
Football-athletes 353.42 ±72.59 351.99 ±79.57 
Controls 342.78 ±77.77 334.90 ±67.87 
Totals 348.31 ±74.82 343.78± 74.19 
Average Accuracy (%)  
Football-athletes 96.13± 8.92 98.38± 4.18 
Controls 99.10± 1.28 99.23 ±1.08 
Totals 97.55± 6.62 98.79 ±3.11 
Average number Errant tones identified 
Football-athletes 2.09 ±3.27 0.80 ±1.01 
Controls 1.36 ±4.97 0.84 ±1.92 
Totals 1.74 ±4.16* 0.82 ±1.51* 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
 
When the behavioral data were analyzed by each section (Block 1=first 300 trials before 
break, and Block 2= second 300 trials following break), a significant main effect for time was 
present for response accuracy Block 1 [F(1,75)=4.35, p= 0.04], with post-hoc analysis indicating 
improved Block 1 response accuracy at post-season (99.39% ) compared to pre-season accuracy 
( 96.67 %). No significant interaction effect was present for Block 1 response accuracy 
[F(1,75)=3.24, p=0.08]. Further no group effect was present for Block 1 response accuracy 
[F(1,75)=3.18, p=0.08] 
A significant main effect for time was found for Block 1 number of errant tones 
[F(1,75)=6.91, p=0.01] with  post-hoc analysis indicating participants improperly identified 2.47 
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± 5.63 errant tones tone during pre-season testing, while only incorrectly identifying 1.01 ± 2.57 
errant tones during post-season testing.  A significant interaction was present between time and 
groups for Block 1 number of errant tones [F(1,75)=4.52, p=0.04]. No significant group effect as 
present for Block 1 errant tones [F(1,75)=0.81, p=0.37]. 
No significant main effect for time was found for Block 1 reaction time [F(1,75)= 2.87, 
p=0.09], Block 2 reaction time [F(1,75)=0.36, p=0.55],  Block 2 response accuracy 
[F(1,75)=0.09,=0.77] or Block 2 errant tone [F(1,75)=0.86, p=0.36]. Additionally no significant 
interactions were found for Block 1 reaction time [F(1,75)=0.05, p=0.82], Block 2 reaction 
time[F(1,75)=0.17, p=0.68], Block 2 response accuracy [F(1,75)=0.04, p=0.85]or Block 2 errant 
tones [F(1,75)=0.76, p=0.39]. No significant group effects were present for Block 1 reaction time 
[F(1,75)=0.32, p=0.57], Block 2 reaction time[F(1,75)=1.45, p=0.23], Block 2 response accuracy 
[F(1,75)=3.23, p=0.08]or Block 2 errant tones [F(1,75)=0.02, p=0.89].Table 9 displays means 
and standard deviation for auditory oddball behavior data by blocks. 
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Table 9 Aim 1 Auditory Oddball Behavior data by blocks; means and standard deviations  
 Pre-season Post-season 
 (Mean ±std) (Mean ±std) 
Block 1 Reaction Time  
Football-athletes 343.75 ±71.97 330.33 ±85.94 
Controls 337.67 ±79.15 320.00 ±61.42 
Totals 340.82 ±75.07 325.37± 74.86 
Block 2 Reaction Time  
Football-athletes 363.10 ±87.59 373.5± 85.51 
Controls 347.90 ±84.91 349.80± 79.27 
Totals 355.79 ±86.09 362.19 ±82.90 
Block 1 Accuracy (%)  
Football-athletes 94.50 ±15.05 99.42 ±1.49 
Controls 99.01 ±1.90 99.37 ±1.54 
Totals 96.67 ±11.10* 99.39 ±1.50* 
Block 2 Accuracy (%)  
Football-athletes 97.75± 7.02 97.33 ±7.71 
Controls 99.19± 1.65 99.19 ±1.65 
Totals 98.44 ±5.20 99.39 ±1.50 
Block 1 Errant tones  
Football-athletes 3.38± 6.12 0.83 ±0.90 
Controls 1.49± 4.93 1.22± 3.61 
Totals 2.47 ±5.63* 1.01 ±2.57* 
Block 2 Errant tones  
Football-athletes 0.80 ±1.16 0.78 ±1.87 
Controls 1.24± 5.07 0.46 ±0.69 
Totals 1.01 ±3.59 0.62 ±1.43 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
 
3.6.2.4 Axon 
3.6.2.4.a Axon Processing Speed 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Axon processing speed 
scores across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well between 
football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated that assumptions of sphericity had not been 
violated (p=0.07). No main effect for time was present for Axon Processing Speed 
[F(2,144)=0.63,p=0.54]. No interaction between time and groups was present [F(2,144)=1.36, 
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p=0.26]. However, a significant group effect was present [F(1,72)=11.21, p<0.01], with post-hoc 
analysis indicating differences between football and controls at pre-season processing speed with 
controls performing better than football athletes [(103.13± 5.95) vs. (106.80± 5.95)]. 
Additionally, post-hoc analysis indicated during post-season testing, control participants 
performed better than football athletes in Processing Speed [(102.52 ±6.21) vs. (106.63± 5.86)]. 
Table 10 displays means and standard deviation for Axon composite scores. 
3.6.2.4.b Axon Attention  
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Axon Attention scores 
across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well between football 
and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated that assumptions of sphericity had been violated 
(W(2)=0.21; p<0.01). Therefore, a Greenhouse Geisser Correction was used. However, no main 
effect for time was present for Axon Attention [F(1.12, 80.64)=2.40, p=0.12]. No significant 
interactions were found between time and groups [F(1.12, 80.64)=1.84, p=0.18]. In addition no 
significant group effect was present for Axon Attention [F(1,72)=0.34, p=0.56]. 
3.6.2.4.c Axon Learning 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Axon Learning scores across 
the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well between football and 
control groups. Mauchleys test indicated that assumptions of sphericity had not been violated 
(p=0.24). A significant main effect for time was found for Axon Learning [F(2,144)=21.39, 
p<0.01], with post-hoc analysis indicating significant improvements were present at post-season 
(108.95 ±10.32) compared to pre-season (102.60 ± 7.86).  No interaction was present between 
time and groups [F(2,144)=0.35,p=0.71]. However, a significant group effect was found for axon 
learning [F(1,72)=5.10, p=0.03], but post-hoc analysis indicating no significant differences were 
present (p=0.71). 
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3.6.2.4.d Axon Working Memory Speed 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Axon Working Memory 
Speed scores across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well 
between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated that assumptions of sphericity had 
not been violated (p=0.62). A significant main effect for time was found for Working Memory 
Speed [F(2,144)=9.54, p<0.01], with post-hoc analysis indicating significant improvements 
during post-season (106.12 ± 6.24) compared to pre-season (103.47 ± 6.67). Additionally, post-
hoc analysis indicated significant improvements between pre-season (103.47 ± 6.67) and mid-
season testing (105.32  ± 6.37). No interaction was present [F(2,144)=2.36,p=0.10], but a 
significant group effect was present [F(1,72)=4.96, p=0.03]. However, following post-hoc 
analysis no significant group differences were noted (p=0.10) 
3.6.2.4.e Axon Working Memory Accuracy 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Axon Working Memory 
Accuracy scores across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well 
between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated that assumptions of sphericity had 
not been violated (p=0.29). No main effect for time was present for Axon Working Memory 
Accuracy [F(2,144)=2.22,p=0.11]. No significant interaction was present between time and 
groups [F(2,144)=2.11,p=0.13]. Lastly, no significant main effect for group was present 
[F(1,72)=0.17,p=0.68]. 
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Table 10 Aim1 Axon composite scores means and standard deviations 
Group Pre-season Mid-season Post-season 
Processing Speed (Mean± STD) (Mean± STD) (Mean± STD) 
Football Athletes 103.21 ± 4.62+ 103.53 ± 5.32 103.26 ± 5.22+ 
Controls 107.04 ± 5.53+ 105.28 ± 5.57 106.62 ± 3.83+ 
Total 105.07 ± 5.40 104.38 ± 5.47 104.89 ± 4.87 
Attention    
Football Athletes 105.45 ± 4.20 105.37 ± 4.52 106.22 ± 4.31 
Controls 108.78 ± 4.45 102.73 ± 22.79 107.98 ± 4.08 
Total 107.07 ± 4.61 104.09 ± 16.16 107.07 ± 4.27 
Learning    
Football Athletes 101.15 ± 6.55 104.98 ± 7.51 106.91 ± 9.64 
Controls 104.12 ± 8.87 109.56 ± 10.03 111.10 ± 10.71 
Total 102.60 ± 7.86* 107.21 ± 9.06* 108.95± 10.32* 
Working Memory Speed    
Football Athletes 101.60 ± 5.74 103.68 ± 5.86 105.47 ± 5.69 
Controls 105.44 ± 7.09 107.05 ± 6.52 106.80 ± 6.79 
Total 103.47 ± 6.67* 105.32 ± 6.38* 106.12 ± 6.24* 
Working Memory Accuracy    
Football Athletes 100.62 ± 7.97 103.82 ± 8.39 103.75 ± 8.51 
Controls 102.09 ± 7.09 101.23 ± 6.91 103.10 ± 7.94 
Total 101.33 ± 7.54 102.56 ± 7.76 103.44 ± 8.19 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
 
3.6.2.5 Clinical Reaction Time 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in CRT across the three time 
points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well between football and control groups. 
Mauchleys test indicated that assumptions of sphericity had not been violated (p=0.08). No 
significant main effect for time was present [F(2,144)=0.93, p=0.40], nor were any significant 
interactions [F(2,144)=0.33,p=0.72] or group effects [F(1,72)=0.21,p=0.65] present. Table 11 
displays the means for clinical reaction time across time points and groups. 
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Table 11 Aim 1 Clinical Reaction Time means and standard deviations 
Group Pre-season Mid-season Post-season 
CRT (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) 
Football Athletes 210.01 ± 22.57 205.45 ± 20.89 204.92 ± 20.09 
Controls 210.27 ± 26.01 206.55 ± 31.23 209.90 ± 27.93 
Total 210.14 ± 24.14 205.97 ± 26.19 207.34 ± 24.18 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
 
3.6.2.6 Health Related Quality of Life: Satisfaction with Life and Health Behavior 
Inventory  
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in HRQOL (SWL and HBI) 
across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-season) as well between football 
and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated that assumptions of sphericity had not been violated 
for SWL (p=0.84), HBI Cognitive (p=0.08) or HBI Somatic (p=0.22). No significant main 
effects for time were present for SWL [F(2,144)=2.35, p=1=0.10]), or HBI cognitive 
[F(2,144)=0.79, p=0.46]. A significant main effect for time was present for HBI somatic 
[F(2,144)=3.65, p=0.03], with post-hoc analysis indicating  pre-season HBI somatic scores 
(3.69± 2.91) were higher than post-season HBI Somatic scores (2.82 ±3.31). No significant 
interactions were present for SWL [F(2.144)=1.36, p=0.29), or HBI Cognitive [F(2,144)=2.13, 
p=0.12]. A significant interaction between group and time was present for HBI somatic 
[F(2,144)=3.38,p=0.04]. No significant group effects were present for SWL [F(1,72)=3.95, 
p>0.05], HBI Cognitive [F(1,72)=0.17, p=0.65] or HBI Somatic [F(1,72)=0.12, p=0.74].Table 12 
displays means for Health Related Quality of Life scores across time and groups.  
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Table 12 Aim 1 Health Relation Quality of Life (SWL, HBI) means and standard 
deviations 
Group Pre-season Mid-season Post-season 
SWL (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) 
Football Athletes 30.95 ± 2.62 30.53 ± 2.98 30.61 ± 2.66 
Controls 29.25 ± 4.39 28.56 ±4.87 29.53 ± 4.24 
Total 30.12 ± 3.67 29.57 ± 4.11 30.08 ± 3.53 
HBI Cognitive    
Football Athletes 10.13 ± 4.75 9.11 ± 5.21 8.39 ± 4.61 
Controls 9.44 ± 4.57 9.44 ± 4.91 9.92 ± 5.10 
Total 9.79 ± 4.64 9.27 ± 5.04 9.14± 4.88 
HBI Somatic    
Football Athletes 3.13 ± 2.67 3.61 ± 3.33 2.82 ± 3.45 
Controls 4.28 ± 3.08 3.08 ± 3.16 2.83 ± 3.21 
Total 3.69 ± 2.91* 3.35 ± 3.24 2.82 ± 3.31* 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
 
 
3.6.2.7 Symptom Inventory 
A Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine if there were differences in Symptom 
number and symptom severity across the three time points (pre-season, mid-season and post-
season) as well between football and control groups. Mauchleys test indicated that assumptions 
of sphericity had not been violated (p’s>0.05). No significant main effects for time were present 
for symptom number [F(2,144)=0.70, p=0.50] or symptom inventory [F(2,144)=0.33,p=0.72]. 
Additionally, no significant interaction was present between group and time for symptom 
number [F(2,144)=0.44, p=0.65] or symptom severity [F(2,144)=0.55, p=0.58]. No significant 
group effect was present for symptom number [F(1,72)=1.47, p=0.23] or symptom severity 
[F(1,72)=1.76, p=0.19]. Table 13 displays means across time-points and groups for symptom 
inventory. 
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Table 13 Symptom inventory means and standard deviations 
Group Pre-season Mid-season Post-season 
Symptom Number (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) 
Football Athletes 0.74 ± 1.16 0.66 ± 1.70 0.92 ± 1.82 
Controls 0.61 ± 1.15 0.36 ± 0.83 0.47 ± 1.06 
Total 0.68 ± 1.15 0.51 ± 1.35 0.70 ± 1.51 
Symptom Severity    
Football Athletes 1.52 ± 2.28 1.32 ± 3.05 1.79 ± 3.97 
Controls 0.75 ± 1.27 0.97 ± 2.50 0.78 ± 1.57 
Total 1.03 ± 1.85  1.15 ± 2.78 1.30 ± 3.07 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
*Denotes significance across time points 
+Signifies group differences 
  
 
3.6.3 Stepwise Regression Analysis: 
3.6.3.a BNA Output Scores 
A secondary analysis of a stepwise regression analysis was used to predict whether 
impact variables (total season impacts, cumulative rotational acceleration, cumulative linear 
acceleration and cumulative HITsp) were predictive of Pre-to post-season BNA change scores. 
The stepwise regression did not identify any impact variables as predictive (p>0.05) to any of 
BNA output change scores (ie Frequent Amplitude, Frequent Synchronization, Frequent Timing, 
Frequent Connectivity, Target Amplitude, Target Synchronization, Target Timing, Target 
Connectivity, Novel Amplitude, Novel Synchronization, Novel Timing, Novel Connectivity).    
3.6.3.b Event-Related Potentials 
A stepwise regression analysis was used to predict whether impact variables (total season 
impacts, cumulative rotational acceleration, cumulative linear acceleration and cumulative 
HITsp) were necessary to predict pre-to post-season ERP Target P3a, P3b and N2 amplitude and 
latency change scores, The stepwise regression did not identify any impact variables as 
predictive (p's>0.05) to any of ERP component scores (ie P3a amplitude, P3a latency, P3b 
amplitude, P3b latency, N2 amplitude, N2 latency).  
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3.6.3.c Clinical Assessments: Axon 
A stepwise regression analysis was used to predict whether impact variables (total season 
impacts, cumulative rotational acceleration, cumulative linear acceleration and cumulative 
HITsp) were able to predict pre-to post-season clinical assessment change scores. The stepwise 
regression identified cumulative rotational acceleration as a predictor [F(1,43)=4.69,p=0.04] to 
Axon Processing Speed pre-to-post-season change scores. The correlation coefficient was 
positively correlated (0.32), indicating 10% of the variance of Axon Processing speed could be 
accounted for cumulative rotational acceleration, meaning greater rotational acceleration resulted 
in better Axon processing speed performance.  The stepwise regression did not identify any 
impact variables as predictive (p's>0.05) to Axon Attention, Axon Learning, Axon Working 
Memory Speed and Axon Working Memory Accuracy, SWL, HBI, CRT and Symptom 
Inventory pre-post-season change scores (p’s>0.05).  
 
3.7 Discussion 
The purpose of this investigation was to examine the effects of repeated head impacts on 
cognitive function in high school football athletes. The most significant finding was that football 
athletes did not demonstrate significant declines in cognitive function across a football season, 
and head impact exposure was not indicative of performance decrements on cognitive 
assessment tools.  Indeed, when differences were noted data suggested improvements on 
multiple cognitive assessments. These findings deviate from our proposed hypotheses and from 
previous research that outline a negative relationship between sub-concussive head impacts and 
functional and structural brain changes.14,44,74,218 Two proposed theories may contribute to the 
overall study findings. First, decrements in cognition may be present following a football season, 
but benefits from physical activity may reduce any negative effects associated with repeated 
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head impacts. Secondly, participation in one season of high school football does not result in 
immediate cognitive function decrements.  
Previous research has suggested repeated head impacts are associated with changes to the 
brain.14,44,74,218 These particular studies used advanced imaging techniques such as functional 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), and Diffusion Tensor imaging (DTI) to demonstrate a 
relationship between changes in brain function and sub-concussive head impacts.74,218 In an 
investigation by Bazarian et al218 participants underwent DTI testing at pre-season and then 
follow-up testing at the end of the sport season. The researchers found a 1% change in pre-to 
post-season fractional anisotropy in sub-concussed athletes, while controls displayed a white 
matter change difference of 0.5%. Furthermore, McAllister et al74 found structural brain changes 
in white matter resulting from sub-concussive head impacts, with group differences present in 
mean diffusivity (MD) in the corpus callosum. Overall, DTI studies have found structural white 
matter changes to be associated with repeated head impacts. Despite the evidence from previous 
research, the current study did not find negative changes associated with cognitive function in a 
football season. More importantly, this study did not investigate structural changes, but rather 
investigated functional changes associated with cognition.  
Research on functional sub-concussive head impact has demonstrated relationship 
between repeated head impact exposure and brain activation changes at testing time points 
during sports participation.14,44 An investigation by Talavage et al14 explored the effects of 
repeated head impacts in high school football athletes using fMRI. Their results found four sub-
concussed participants displayed consistent fMRI scans across the season, while four sub-
concussed participants displayed decreased fMRI activation in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 
and cerebellum. This study supports the theory that head impact exposure may be related to 
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decreased brain activation, however, not all sport participants display activation changes as a 
result of head impact exposure. Breedlove et al44 also studied high school football players (n=24) 
over two seasons using fMRI to measure cognitive function, and found repeated head impact 
exposure was correlated to neurophysiological brain changes in areas associated with working 
memory. These findings provide evidence that sub-concussive head impacts may lead to 
functional neurophysiological changes.  
Although previous research has suggested a negative relationship is present following 
multiple head impacts, the current study findings differ from the literature. Instead, no negative 
relationship was present between cognitive performance and head impact exposure. Additionally, 
when changes were noted improvements were present. Consistent with study findings, current 
research suggests participation in physical activity is associated with greater cognitive 
function.219,220 More specifically, the current study displayed larger P3a amplitudes at post-season 
testing, which is consistent with literature findings of larger P3 amplitudes and improvement on 
cognitive tasks following physical activity performance.221,222 Pontifex et221 al found participants 
who performed a single bout of exercise prior to testing, demonstrated either consistent or 
improved attentional processing, compared to attentional processing decrements found in 
participants who were sitting and not participating in exertion. Additionally, Hillman et al223 and 
Pontifex et al221 both analyzed P3 amplitudes in youth following physical activity participation 
and found those with more physical activity participation demonstrated larger P3 amplitudes, 
while lower physical activity participants demonstrated smaller P3 amplitudes. Increased 
attentional resource allocation, and improve cognitive performance is associated with greater 
physical activity participation,224,225 221 therefore supporting our current study findings.  
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Furthermore, research has found youth involved in exercise intervention programs 
displayed overall improvements in cognitive performance and cognitive control.2,223,226 Cognition 
encompasses working memory processing and attentional abilities.2 Therefore, the 
implementation of physical activity enhances overall cognitive performance and improvements 
on processing abilities. Likewise, the current study demonstrated increased learning and working 
memory speed. Therefore, study improvements displayed over time are similar to other research 
findings that monitor cognitive control and cognitive function.2,223,226 Specifically, following a 9-
month physical activity intervention program, those with more physical activity demonstrated 
enhanced cognitive performance, enhanced brain function, executive control and improved 
working memory compared to controls.2,223,226 Lastly, youth who participated in physical activity 
demonstrated similar anterior frontal brain activation patterns and similar incorrect response 
accuracy compared to young-adult subjects.226 These findings suggest physical activity improves 
overall cognitive function. Overall, an increase in physical activity has been shown to improve 
cognitive control, and larger early allocation for selective attentional resources.2,223,227,228 The 
benefits of physical activity have been shown to have greater effects on cognition in youth and 
young adults, contributing to reducing any negative effects resulting from repeated head impacts. 
An increase in number of head impacts may be indicative that the athletes were more physically 
active, thus alluding to the idea that physical activity may contribute to increase in cognitive 
performance, and weaken from any effects of repeated head contacts. 
Findings from this study can additionally be supported by the theory that cognitive 
decrements are not present as a result of repeated head impacts sustained during a football 
season. Current study findings found no in-season changes present in six out of twelve BNA 
output scores, P3b amplitude, P3a latency, P3b latency, N2 amplitude, axon processing speed, 
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axon attention and axon working memory accuracy performance, clinical reaction time, 
symptom number and severity.  Specifically, 50% of the BNA performance scores suggest no 
brain networks changes were associated with testing time. Additionally, no in-season amplitude 
or latency changes for the current study suggest that contact athletes are using the same amount 
of attentional resources during the cognitive task to perform the stimulus at both pre-season and 
post-season. Both football athletes and control participants were able to remain consistent in 
appropriately identifying the target stimulus similarly during each testing time point.  Current 
findings are consistent with Wilson et al203 who found no differences in P3b amplitude between 
first year football athletes and control participants during one season. However, when further 
analyzing the data, Wilson et al203 found third and fourth year players to display smaller P3b 
amplitudes than first year players and controls. These findings suggest multiple years of 
subsequent head impacts may result in decreased P3b amplitude and decreased attentional 
resources, but less impact exposure may not display electrophysiological changes.  
Negative effects associated with repeated head impact exposure and Axon performance 
were not present following one season of football. Results from this study are similar to Miller et 
al,229 who found no significant differences across pre-season, mid-season and post-season testing 
in athletes without a concussion using Axon as a clinical measurement tool. Similarly, despite 
using a different neurocognitive test (ANAM), Gysland et al69 found no neurocognitive changes 
were present following a college football season. Talavage et al,14 found no significant football 
season decrements in brain activity using ImPACT computerized neurocognitive testing. Overall, 
negligible findings suggest decrements in neurocognitive performance may not be present in one 
season football. 
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Clinical reaction time is another assessment tool able to measure cognitive declines with 
poor performance representing slower reaction time. The current study, did not find slower 
reaction time performance across testing time points, and did not detect any subtle changes that 
may be present due to repeated head impacts. These findings suggest clinical reaction time 
decrements may not be present following a season of contact sport participation.  
Furthermore, the current study found a significant decrement in HBI somatic scores at 
post-season testing compared to pre-season. These changes found lower HBI somatic scores, 
which result in a better perception of HRQOL. Despite these results being statistically 
significant, the change was less than a 1 point difference suggesting there may not be a clinical 
meaningful change across the season. Further, the statistical findings were across time and had 
no effect on group comparison, so repeated head impact exposure was not a likely factor 
contributing to changes in HBI somatic scores at post-season as the change was present in all 
participants. 
To additionally lend support to the proposed theory that cognitive decrements are not 
present following one season of football, Montenigro et al230 worked to establish a head impact 
threshold between 2,723- 6,480 cumulative head impacts needed prior to the presentation of 
cognitive impairments. Results from this research can contribute as to why contact athletes in the 
current study did not demonstrate significant cognitive changes over a course of one season, as 
they may not have reached the proposed head impact count threshold. In this study, football 
athletes sustained an average of 482 head impacts per player per season. According to the above 
minimum number of head impacts need for a change in cognitive impairment, even seniors who 
may have sustained an estimated 482 head impacts per year in high school may still have not 
reached this threshold number (estimated 1,928 head impacts over 4 years of high school). The 
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average number of head impacts sustained in the current study are consistent with current 
literature of 413-652 head impacts per player per year.7-9  
Overall, study results did not demonstrate significant decrements in cognitive function in 
one season of high school football. The current study cannot draw conclusions about structural 
brain changes following sub-concussive head impacts or long-term effects associated with 
repeated head impacts, but can conclude that no cognitive decrements, nor electrophysiological 
changes were identified across a single season of football in high school athletes.  
3.8 Limitations 
This study is not without limitations. Despite reliability and validity studies, the HIT 
System has limitations. The HIT system calculates linear acceleration, and only estimates 
rotational acceleration. Therefore, caution should be taken when drawing conclusions about 
rotational acceleration. Additionally, the HIT system is embedded into the helmet and as a result 
assumes the brain moves with the helmet, while there may be uncoupling between the two 
present.  However, poor helmet fit can result in increased error and therefore inaccurate measures 
of head motion.  
Secondly, the Axon neurocognitive test is a computerized testing that is has only been 
validated to display cognitive deficit following concussive injury. Axon is most sensitive within 
24 hours of concussive injury.110 Therefore, when assessing across time with individuals who do 
not have a clinical concussion diagnosis, Axon may not accurately depict deficits in 
neurocognitive function. Thirdly, the current sample size was too small and underpowered, 
which may limit our ability to draw conclusions regarding the majority of assessment measures. 
Following statistical findings and effect size calculations, only Axon learning and Axon Working 
memory speed demonstrated a large effect with the current sample size. Therefore, reproducing 
study findings with a larger sample size of 120 football athletes and 120 controls would be strong 
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enough to identify findings with a power of 0.80. Table 14 displays effect size and power 
analysis for Aim 1. Lastly, further research is needed to validate the BNA algorithm and other 
measurement tools, as they may not be sensitive enough to identify cognitive decrements 
throughout a season of football.   
Table 14 Effect sizes for clinical assessments 
Measure Cohen’s d Effect 
SWL 0.37 Small effect 
HBI Cognitive 0.22 Small effect 
HBI Somatic 0.46 Medium effect 
CRT 0.23 Small effect 
SCAT Score 0.20 Small effect 
SCAT Severity 0.13 Negligible effect 
Frequent Amplitude 0.33 Small effect 
Frequent Synchronization 0.63 Medium effect 
Frequent Timing 0.49 Medium effect 
Frequent Connectivity 0.44 Medium effect 
Target Amplitude 0.43 Medium effect 
Target Synchronization 0.16 Small effect 
Target Timing 0.11 Negligible effect 
Target Connectivity 0.17 Small effect 
Novel Amplitude 0.40 Medium effect 
Novel Synchronization 0.55 Medium effect 
Novel Timing 0.40 Medium effect 
Novel Connectivity 0.54 Medium effect 
Axon Processing Speed 0.19 Small effect 
Axon Attention 0.37 Small effect 
Axon Learning 1.09 Large effect 
Axon Working Memory Speed 0.73 Medium effect 
Axon Working Memory Accuracy 0.35 Small effect 
N2 Amplitude 0.01-0.08 Negligible effect 
N2 Latency 0.07-0.61 Negligible/Medium effect 
P3a Amplitude 0.14-0.56 Small/ Medium effect 
P3a Latency 0.08-0.19 Negligible/Small effect 
P3b Amplitude 0.14-0.24 Small effect 
P3b Latency 0.08-0.20 Negligible/Small effect 
Relative size of Cohen’s d231: 
Negligible effect (>=-0.15 and <.15) 
Small effect (>=0.15 and <.40) 
Medium effect (>=.40 and <.75) 
Large effect (>=.75 and <1.10) 
Very large effect (>=1.10 and <1.45) 
Huge effect (>1.45) 
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3.9 Conclusion 
In conclusion, despite research suggesting head impact exposure is negatively correlated 
with brain changes, current findings suggest that one season of repeated head impact exposure 
during football participation was not overtly associated with cognitive function declines. 
Additionally, when changes were noted, the majority of changes were associated with 
improvements at post-season. Physical activity and sports participation may improve cognitive 
function performance. Despite the lack of negative relationship cognitive function and repeated 
head impacts, continued reduction to the number of cumulative head impacts sustained is 
recommended to reduce any negative effects associated with cumulative head impacts.  
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Chapter 4 Aim 2 
 
4.1.1 Aim 2 Effects of cognitive function following concussive injury: To evaluate the effects 
sport-related concussions impose on brain activity (BNA, ERP), cognitive function, and 
symptom reporting within 72 hours of injury, when asymptomatic and at the conclusion of the 
season. 
Hypothesis 2A: Concussed athletes will demonstrate significant declines in brain network 
activity (BNA), cognitive performance, and increased symptom reporting within 72 hours of 
injury compared to their own baseline evaluation and control athletes. 
 Hypothesis 2B: Concussed athletes will demonstrate restored cognitive function 
following asymptomatic and post-season, but continued brain network activity (BNA) 
impairments compared to their baseline evaluation and controls.  
Hypothesis 2C: Concussed athletes will demonstrate significant declines in P3 amplitude, 
increased P3 latency, and decreased N2 amplitude and increased N2 latency within 72 hours of 
injury compared to their own baseline evaluation and control athletes. 
 Hypothesis 2D: Concussed athletes will continue to demonstrate a decline P3 amplitude, 
increased P3 latency, decline in N2 amplitude, and an increase N2 latency following 
Asymptomatic and post-season testing time points compared to concussed athletes baseline 
evaluation. 
Significance of Aim 2: Current research has suggested that despite athletes reporting symptom 
recovery, lingering cognitive impairments may still be present. Aim 2 is outlined to capture 
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cognitive impairments and electrophysiological changes following concussion symptom 
resolution that may not be regularly detected on clinical assessment measures.  
4.2 Participants 
Participants were removed from Aim 1 and enrolled into Aim 2 after a physician 
confirmed a concussion diagnosis. A total of 18 athletes (N= 9 concussed, N=9 controls) were 
enrolled in this investigation and were only enrolled in Aim 2. Controls were matched to 
concussed athletes based on age and position. Control participants were contact football players 
participating on the same football team as the concussed athletes. Healthy control participants 
continued participating in football related activities during testing. A total of 18 participants from 
a Michigan High School were included in the analysis. Participants are categorized into 2 groups 
(9 concussed, 9 controls). Both the concussed and controls participated in high school football 
between the 2013 and 2015 football seasons from the high school varsity football team 
(concussed: 16.56 ± 0.53 yrs. old, 179.78±6.45, 87.14±19.62 kg, controls: 16.56 ± 0.53 yrs. old, 
180.34±6.72 cm, 82.55 ±15.31kg). Concussed subjects had a diagnosed concussion history of 
0.67±0.71 concussions, and controls had a diagnosed concussion history of 0.33±0.71 
concussions. The average number of days between post-injury and asymptomatic testing time 
points was 6 days, and an average of 49.3 days was between post-injury and post-season testing.  
Due to timing of concussion and/or subjects being asymptomatic less than 72 hours after 
concussion, only 8 subjects had complete data sets for the 72-hour post-concussion time point (4 
concussed and 4 controls). However, 14 participants (7 concussed and 7 controls) had complete 
data sets for the asymptomatic testing point and 13 participants (6 concussed and 7 controls) had 
complete post-season follow-up data sets. Therefore, 72-hour post-concussion time point will not 
be included in analysis and only interpreted for trends. Table 34 displays 72hour post-concussion 
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means and standard deviations for the 4 concussed and 4 controls. Table 15 displays 
demographic information for all of Aim 2.  
Table 15 Aim 2 Demographics  
Group N Age Height Weight Diagnosed 
Concussion 
History 
Concussed N= 9 16.56 ± 0.53 179.78 ± 6.45 87.14 ±19.62 0.67 ± 0.71 
Controls N=9 16.56 ± 0.53 180.34 ± 6.72 82.55 ± 15.31 0.33 ± 0.71 
Total N=18 16.56 ± 0.53 180.06 ± 6.40 84.84 ± 17.23 0.50 ± 0.71 
 
4.3 Testing protocol 
Consistent with Aim 1, all enrolled athletes were asked to complete a battery of tests 
prior to the competitive season.  Pre-season testing was completed through the summer months 
and ended prior to any pre-season practices (June to mid-August).  All athletes participated in 
their sport without interference from the investigative team.  In the event the athlete sustained a 
concussion, he was asked to return for electroencephalography testing, and clinical concussion 
assessment tools (described in Aim1) within 72 hours of injury.  In addition to the concussed 
athletes, an age, gender and position matched control was also tested at a similar time point. 
Once the concussed athlete no longer reported concussion related symptoms (asymptomatic) and 
within range of athletes’ own pre-season score, both athletes (concussed and control) were re-
tested on all measures.  Following the conclusion of the football season all aim 2 participants 
were tested one final time (post-season).  
Should an athlete have sustained a physician-diagnosed concussion as a result of sport 
participation, they were enrolled in Aim 2 of the study and completed three additional time 
points (72-hour-post-concussion, asymptomatic, and post-season) Matched controls were found 
for concussed athletes based on age and position. All participants received $50 for pre-season 
testing, $60 for mid-season testing, and $70 for post-season testing sessions as compensation for 
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their participation in the study.  An additional $50 was provided for each additional concussion 
testing session (if applicable).   
Concussion was defined as a “complex pathophysiological process affecting the brain, 
induced by biomechanical forces.”25 The initial injury assessment was made by the athletic 
trainer and confirmed by a neurologist or by the athletes’ choice of physician.   
4.4 Aim 2 Statistical analyses 
Statistical analysis was completed using SPSS version 21 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois, 
USA) and significance noted when p< 0.05. The primary analyses used for Aim 2 included a 
mixed model ANOVA with time as repeated measure and group (concussed and control) as a 
between subjects factor was completed for Axon performance, clinical reaction time, Health 
Related Quality of life, Symptom Inventory and BNA scores generated from the Auditory 
Oddball cognitive task and FCZ, FZ, CPZ, PZ electrodes. Further, significant findings warranted 
post-hoc analyses using Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD) tests.  
4.5 Aim 2 Results 
4.5.1 Head Impact Data 
A total of 7,005 head impacts were recorded for a season of play upon sustaining a 
concussion combining both concussed (3,555) and controls (3,450). Specific concussive head 
impact details could only be recognized for seven concussed athletes. The remaining two 
concussed subjects either reported their symptoms days afterwards (n=1), or one specific 
concussive event could not be recognized (n=1). During a concussive episode, concussed athletes 
sustained a mean linear acceleration of 77.24g, and a median linear acceleration of 70.7g. The 
average rotational acceleration for a concussive episode was 3,518.73 rad/s2, and a median 
rotational acceleration of 3,347.01rad/s2. The average concussive HITsp was 38.97, and a median 
HITsp of 35.5. Table 16 displays the head impact means per group, while Table 17 displays 
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concussive head impacts and Tables 18 identifies top 5% and top 1% values for concussive 
impacts sustained. 
  Table 16 Aim 2 Total season head impacts  
 
 Concussed Control 
Total impacts 3,555 3,450 
Average impacts per player 395 383.33 
Mean Linear acceleration (g) 28.35 26.95 
Cumulative linear acceleration (g) 100,799.7 92,961.7 
Mean Rotational acceleration (rad/s2) 1,179.90 1,221.51 
Cumulative rotational acceleration (rad/s2) 4,194,555.82 4,214,220.04 
Mean HITsp 15.90 16.37 
Cumulative HITsp 56,516.6 56,463.1 
Total Game impacts 1,944 1,276 
Total Practice impacts 1,611 2,176 
Front Impacts 1,469 1,758 
Top Impacts 630 381 
Back impacts 906 761 
Right Impacts 253 259 
Left Impacts 297 291 
 
   Table 17 Aim 2 Concussion head impact descriptives 
 Linear 
Acceleration  
(g) 
Rotational 
Acceleration 
(rad/s2) 
HIC15 GSI HITsp Location 
Concussed 1 70.3 2,198.58 72.7 134.8 20.7 Top 
Concussed 2 77.7 3,347.01 74.1 133.2 29.3 Back 
Concussed 3 87.7 4,495.31 266.5 316.1 50.1 Back 
Concussed 4 69.9 3,284.47 76.6 99.3 41.4 Front 
Concussed 5 106.3 5,376.87 172.1 311 73.6 Front 
Concussed 6 70.7 2,416.13 85.4 156.3 22.2 Back 
Concussed 7 58.1 3,512.77 49.8 85 35.5 Front 
 
   Table 18 Aim 2 Top 5% and Top 1% concussive impact values  
 Top 5% Linear 
Acceleration  
Top 1% Linear 
Acceleration  
Top 5% 
Rotational 
Acceleratio
n (rad/s2) 
Top 1% 
Rotational 
Acceleratio
n (rad/s2) 
Top 5% 
HITsp 
Top 1% 
HITsp 
Totals 100.72 105.18 5,112.40 5,323.98 66.55 72.19 
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4.5.2 Mixed Measures Analysis of Variance 
As a result of missing data points a total of 6 concussed and 7 controls were included in 
analysis for pre-season, asymptomatic and post-season time points for all clinical measures and 
BNA performance.  
4.5.2.1 Brain Network Activity  
A mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in BNA scores across the 
time points (pre-season, asymptomatic and post-season) as well as in comparison between 
concussed-athletes and control athletes. Mauchley’s test of Sphericity indication that the 
assumptions of sphericity had been violated for Novel Connectivity (p=0.03,W(2)=0.48). 
Therefore, a Greenhouse Geisser correction was used. However, no other BNA output scores 
indicated assumptions of sphericity had been violated (p’s>0.05). No significant main effect for 
time was found for Frequent Amplitude [F(2,22 )=1.27, p=0.30]or Frequent Timing [F(2, 
22)=1.78, p=0.19], but a significant main effect was present for Frequent Synchronization 
[F(2,22)=2.61, p=0.02] and Frequent Connectivity [F(2,22)=3.73, p=0.04]. However, post-hoc 
analysis did not indicate significant differences in testing time were present for either Frequent 
Synchronization or Frequent Connectivity (p’s>0.05).  
A significant main effect for time was found for Target Amplitude [F(2,22)=6.22, 
p=0.01], with post-hoc analysis indicating significant improvements at post-season BNA Target 
Amplitude (66.17 ±25.34), compared to both pre-season (39.88± 32.53) and asymptomatic 
(35.43 ±30.00) (p’s<0.05, cohens d=0.26).  No significant main effects for time were found for 
Target Synchronization [F(2,22)=0.53, p=0.60], Target Timing[F(2,22)=0.50, p=0.61], or Target 
Connectivity [F(2,22)=1.69, p=0.21]. Additionally, no significant main effects for time were 
present for Novel Amplitude [F(2,22)=0.54, p=0.59], Novel Synchronization [F(2,22)=1.74, 
p=0.20], Novel Timing [F(2,22)=0.69, p=0.43] or Novel Connectivity [F(2,22)=0.40, p=0.68]. 
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No significant interactions or group effects were present for any of the twelve BNA output 
scores (p’s>0.05). Table 19 displays means and standard deviation for all BNA output scores by 
group and time. 
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Table 19 Aim 2 BNA output scores means and standard deviations  
Group Pre-season Asymptomatic Post-season 
Frequent Amplitude (Mean± STD) (Mean ±STD) (Mean ±STD) 
Concussed 64.89±24.86 78.33± 22.50 87.16± 8.15 
Control 68.34± 32.49 62.74 ±27.68 68.97± 20.70 
Total 66.75± 28.08 69.93 ±25.68 77.36 ±18.19 
Frequent Synchronization    
Concussed 69.72± 25.33 76.93± 15.63 77.19 ±21.80 
Control 67.12 ±27.79 76.45 ±26.71 82.76 ±11.31 
Total 68.32± 25.60 76.67 ±21.42 80.19 ±16.44 
Frequent Timing    
Concussed  70.34 ±21.60 80.83 1±5.55 86.31 ±12.61 
Control 65.31± 31.22 71.60 ±26.53 64.01± 20.06 
Total 67.63 ±26.24 75.72 ±21.78 74.30± 19.96 
Frequent Connectivity    
Contact 68.31± 19.88 78.60 ±14.88 83.55 ±11.47 
Control 66.92± 28.55 70.26 ±22.63 71.91 ±13.32 
Total 67.57± 23.94 74.11 ±19.16 77.28 ±13.41 
Target Amplitude    
Concussed 41.08± 31.06 41.19 42.21 68.53 ±19.44 
Control 38.86 ±36.19 30.50 18.33 64.15 ±30.97 
Total 39.88 ±32.53* 35.43 60.38* 66.17 ±25.34* 
Target Synchronization    
Concussed 36.80 ±39.12 42.71 ±44.51 53.30 ±26.30 
Control 50.12± 44.53 59.25 ±40.75 54.74 ±35.21 
Total 43.97± 40.95 51.61 ±41.59 54.08 ±30.15 
Target Timing    
Concussed 32.71± 33.53 32.17± 34.86 35.34 ±26.71 
Control 60.08± 4.23 44.06 ±33.97 58.22± 35.47 
Total 47.45± 41.70 38.57 ±33.48 47.66 ±32.67 
Target Connectivity    
Concussed 36.86 ±32.74 38.69 ±38.46 52.39 ±20.47 
Control 49.69 ±40.92 44.60 ±22.14 59.04 ±29.66 
Total 43.77 ±36.45 41.87 ±29.51 55.97 ±25.03 
Novel Amplitude    
Contact 63.01 ±29.52 68.66 ±30.52 69.32± 22.81 
Control 59.61 ±28.26 58.74 ±20.84 64.74 ±24.76 
Total 61.18 ±27.67 63.32± 25.13 66.85 ±23.00 
Novel Synchronization    
Concussed 62.10 ±13.50 60.72 ±21.16 68.71± 17.30 
Control 55.01± 25.24 50.54 ±28.52 61.79± 22.08 
Total 58.28 ±20.20 55.24 ±24.92 64.98±19.53 
Novel Timing    
Concussed 67.33 23.64 63.64 ±23.78 51.71± 34.74 
Control 61.60 39.03 50.52± 34.91 61.66 ±32.71 
Total 64.25 31.67 56.57± 29.56 57.07 ±32.62 
Novel Connectivity    
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4.5.2.2 Event- related potentials 
4.5.2.2.a Target P3a component 
Group-average Target P3a FCZ and CPZ P3a amplitudes and latencies are reported in Table 20. 
Following a mixed model ANOVA, Mauchleys test indicated that assumptions of sphericity had 
not been violated for either FCZ or CPZ P3a amplitude or latency (p’s>0.05). No significant 
main effects for time were present for FCZ Target P3a amplitude [F(2,28)=0.67, p=0.52], CPZ 
P3a amplitude [F(1,26)=0.35, p=0.71], or CPZ P3a latency [F(2,26)=0.13, p=0.88]. However, 
FCZ P3a latency was found to have a significant main effect for time [F(2,28)=7.98, p<0.01, 
d=0.81], with post-hoc analysis indicating longer latencies were present at post-season testing 
(578.50 ± 150.62ms) compared to both pre-season testing (452.50 ± 144.63ms) and 
asymptomatic testing (441.75 ± 139.81ms). Additionally, no interactions between time and 
group were present for FCZ Target P3a amplitude [F(2,28)=1.10, p=0.35], CPZ P3a amplitude 
[F(2,28)=0.02,p=0.0.98], or CPZ P3a latency [F(2,28)=1.76, p=0.19]. However, a significant 
interaction was present for FCZ P3a latency [F(2,28)=3.53, p=0.04, d=1.01]. No significant 
group effects were present for FCZ Target P3a latency [F(1,14)=0.74, p=0.40], CPZ P3a Target 
amplitude [F(1,13)=1.46, p=0.25] or CPZ P3a latency [F(1,13)=0.13, p=0.72]. However, a 
significant group effect was present for FCZ P3a amplitude [F(1,14)= 5.44, p=0.04], with post-
hoc analysis indicating concussed athletes displayed significantly smaller post-season P3a 
amplitudes (0.73 ± 1.28 μv) compared to control athletes (4.96 ± 2.83 μv). Figures 8 and 9 
display FCZ and CPZ amplitudes and latency over time between groups. 
 
Concussed 64.14 ±19.65 61.34± 22.25 63.25± 19.18 
Control 58.74 ±27.68 53.27 ±21.86 62.73± 22.66 
Total 61.23± 23.49 58.38 ±21.87 62.97±20.25 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
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Table 20 Aim 2 Target P3a ERP means and standard deviations  
Group Pre-season Asymptomatic Post-season 
FCZ P3a Amplitude (μv) (Mean± Std)  (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) 
Football Athletes 0.54 ±2.87 2.55 ±4.08 0.73 ±1.26+ 
Controls 3.17 ±2.80 3.54 ±4.82 4.96 ±2.83+ 
Total 2.02 ±3.05 3.11 ±4.40 3.11 ±3.10 
CPZ P3a Amplitude (μv)    
Football Athletes 5.61± 3.12 6.41± 4.18 5.75 ±3.33 
Controls 7.52 ±3.20 8.35± 4.59 8.05 ±4.78 
Total 6.63 ±3.20 7.45± 4.36 6.97± 4.18 
FCZ P3a latency (ms)    
Football Athletes 495.29± 179.72 400.00 ±134.90 655.43 ±92.56 
Controls 420.00 ±110.83 474.22 ±142.45 518.67 ±164.02 
Total 452.50 ±144.63* 441.75 ±139.81* 578.50± 150.62* 
CPZ P3a latency (ms)    
Football Athletes 405.71 ±57.58 425.71 ±98.38 370.29± 50.06 
Controls 389.00± 36.14 399.00 ±91.16 444.00 ±130.39 
Total 396.80± 46.41 411.47±92.16 406.60 ±104.99 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
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Figure 8 Aim 2 Pre-season, asymptomatic post-season concussed vs. controls comparisons 
for FCZ average ERP (P3a waves between 300-700 ms) 
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Figure 9 Aim 2 Pre-season, asymptomatic post-season concussed vs. controls comparisons 
for CPZ average ERP (P3a waves between 300-700 ms) 
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interactions between time and groups were present for CPZ P3a amplitude 
[F(2,28)=0.02,p=0.0.98],  CPZ P3a latency [F(2,28)=1.76, p=0.19], PZ Target P3b amplitude 
[F(2,26)=0.05, p=0.95] and PZ Target P3b latency [F(2,26)=0.07, p=0.93]. No significant group 
effects were present for CPZ P3a Target amplitude [F(1,13)=1.46, p=0.25], CPZ P3a latency 
[F(1,13)=0.13, p=0.72], PZ Target P3b amplitude [F(1,13)=4.17, p=0.06], or PZ Target P3b 
latency [F(1,13)=0.09, p=0.77]. Figures 9 and 10 display CPZ and PZ amplitudes and latency 
over time between groups. 
Table 21 Aim 2 Target P3b ERP means and standard deviations  
Group Pre-season Asymptomatic Post-season 
CPZ P3b Amplitude (μv) (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) 
Football Athletes 5.61 ±3.12 6.41 ±4.18 5.75± 3.33 
Controls 7.52 ±3.20 8.35± 4.59 8.05 ±4.78 
Total 6.63 ±3.20 7.45±4.36 6.97 ±4.18 
PZ P3b Amplitude (μv)    
Football Athletes 5.83 ±2.17 5.66 ±1.82  4.40± 1.80 
Controls 8.72 ±4.37 8.30 ±3.68 7.55± 3.45 
Total 7.57 ±3.84 7.25± 3.27 6.29 ±3.24 
CPZ P3b Latency (ms)    
Football Athletes 405.71± 57.58 425.71± 98.38 370.29 ±50.06 
Controls 389.00± 36.14 399.00 ±91.16 444.00 ±130.39 
Total 396.80± 46.41 411.47 ±92.16 406.60 ±104.99 
PZ P3b latency (ms)    
Football Athletes 300.67± 75.57 337.33 ±131.64 342.67± 83.05  
Controls 300.89 ±4.74 344.44± 84.39 366.22± 126.51 
Total 300.80 ±55.53 341.60 ±101.35 356.80± 108.40 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
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Figure 10 Aim 2 Pre-season, asymptomatic post-season concussed vs. controls comparisons 
for PZ average ERP (P3b waves between 300-700ms) 
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time for FCZ Target N2 latency [F(2,28)=3.74, p=0.04], however following post-hoc analysis, 
no significance differences were present (p=0.11). Additionally, no interactions between time 
and group were present for FCZ Target N2 amplitude [F(1.38, 20.76)=0.19, p=0.74], FCZ Target 
N2 latency [F(2,30)=0.58, p=0.57], FZ Target N2 amplitude [F(1.37, 17.76)=0.81, p=0.42], or 
FZ Target N2 latency [F(1.40,18.14)=2.37, p=0.13]. No significant group effects were present 
for FCZ Target N2 amplitude [F(1,15)=1.09, p=0.31], FCZ Target N2 latency [F(1,15)=2.08, 
p=0.17], FZ Target N2 amplitude [F(1,13)=0.57, p=0.47] or FZ Target N2 latency [F(1,13)=1.47, 
p=0.25]. Figures 8 and 11 display FCZ and FZ amplitudes and latency over time between 
groups. 
Table 22 Aim 2 Target N2 ERP means and standard deviations  
Group Pre-season Asymptomatic Post-season 
FCZ N2 Amplitude (μv) (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) 
Football Athletes -4.85±2.04 -4.69 ±5.65 -7.21 ±6.98 
Controls -7.63 ±3.10 -7.05 ±3.99 -8.12 ±8.05 
Total -6.48 ±2.99 -6.08± 4.73 -7.74 ±7.41 
FZ N2 Amplitude (μv)    
Football Athletes -6.93 ±1.97 -6.44 ±4.50 -11.36± 8.90 
Controls -6.65± 3.17 -6.14 ±4.86 -7.03± 7.93 
Total -6.76 ±2.67 -6.26± 4.56 -8.76 ±8.30 
FCZ N2 latency (ms)    
Football Athletes 316.57±38.40 278.86 ±57.44 310.29 ±19.16 
Controls 282.80 ±28.10 268.00 ±44.94 285.60 ±47.07 
Total 296.71 ±35.92 272.47± 49.03 295.76 ±39.25 
FZ N2 latency (ms)    
Football Athletes 322.00± 36.73 307.33 ±24.32 308.67 ±29.44 
Controls 285.78 ±37.79 271.56± 50.77 312.44 ±55.08 
Total 300.27 ±40.44 285.87 ±44.87 310.93 ±45.24 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
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Figure 11 Aim 2 Pre-season, asymptomatic post-season concussed vs. controls comparisons 
for FZ average ERP (N2 waves between 200-350ms) 
 
 
 
 
 
4.5.2.3 Auditory Oddball Behavioral data 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences behavioral data reaction time, 
response accuracy and number of errant tones, across the time-points (pre-season, asymptomatic 
and post-season) as well as in comparison between concussed-athletes and control athletes. 
Mauchleys test indicated an assumption of sphericity had been violation for average errant tones 
(p=0.04), average reaction time (p=0.01) and average response accuracy percent (p>0.01). 
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Therefore, Greenhouse Geisser correction was used. No significant main effects for time were 
noted for average errant tones [F(1.39,16.73)=0.65, p=0.53], average reaction time [F(1.24, 
14.87)=1.35, p=0.27] and average response accuracy percentage [F(1.10, 13.14)=0.77, p=0.41]. 
Additionally, no significant interactions or group effects were present for any behavioral data 
(p’s>0.05). Lastly, when analyzing behavioral performance based on block 1 (First 300 trials) 
and block 2 (second 300 trials), no significant main effects for time, interactions, or groups 
effects were present for any of the behavioral tasks and individual blocks (p’s>0.05). Table 23 
and 24 displays means and standard deviations for auditory oddball behavior data. 
Table 23 Aim 2 Average Auditory Oddball behavior data means and standard deviations   
 Pre-season Asymptomatic Post-season 
 (Mean ±std) (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) 
Average Reaction Time   
Football-athletes 344.64± 75.23  377.82 ±104.78 406.88 ±139.45 
Controls 338.48 ±59.58 347.14 ±69.01 334.16 ±50.04 
Totals 341.56 ±65.27 362.48± 86.71 370.52 ±107.49 
Average Accuracy (%)   
Football-athletes 99.76± 0.63 99.05 ±1.31 99.05 ±1.31 
Controls 98.57± 2.62 92.38 ±18.70 98.10 ±3.11 
Totals 99.17± 1.93 95.71± 13.20 98.57 ±2.34 
Average number Errant 
tones identified 
  
Football-athletes 1.07 ±1.81 0.29 ±0.39 0.36±0.56 
Controls 0.79 ±1.25 0.57 ± 0.53 1.00± 1.85 
Totals 0.93 ± 1.50 0.43± 0.47 0.68± 1.35 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
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Table 24 Aim 2 Auditory Oddball Behavior data by blocks; means and standard deviations 
 
 
4.5.2.4 Axon  
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in Axon scores across the time-
points (pre-season, asymptomatic and post-season) as well as in comparison between concussed-
athletes and control athletes. Mauchleys test indicated a violation of assumption of sphericity 
was present for Axon processing speed (p=0.03). Therefore a Greenhouse Geisser correction was 
used for Axon Processing speed. However, Mauchleys test indicated no other violations of 
assumptions of sphericity for Axon Attention, Learning, Working Memory Speed and Working 
 Pre-season Asymptomatic Post-season 
 (Mean ± Std) (Mean± Std) (Mean± Std) 
Block 1 Reaction Time   
Football-athletes 328.47 ± 76.27 361.42 ± 94.15  387.62 ± 142.76 
Controls 328.55 ± 58.55 284.65 ± 139.10 313.52 ± 60.44 
Totals 328.51 ± 65.32 323.03 ± 120.86 350.57 ± 112.12 
Block 2 Reaction Time   
Football-athletes 360.81 ± 83.52 384.22 ± 117.02 426.14 ± 140.52 
Controls 348.41 ± 62.75 357.92 ± 80.93 354.80 ± 45.36 
Totals 654.61 ± 71.26 376.07 ± 98.48 390.47 ± 106.92 
Block 1 Accuracy (%)   
Football-athletes 100.00 ± 0.00 98.57 ± 1.78 99.52 ± 1.26 
Controls 98.10 ± 3.78 84.76 ± 37.41 98.57 ± 2.62 
Totals 99.05 ± 2.04 91.67 ± 26.43 99.05 ± 2.04 
Block 2 Accuracy (%)   
Football-athletes 99.52 ± 1.26 99.52 ±1.26 98.57 ± 1.78 
Controls 99.05 ± 1.63 100.00 ± 0.00 97.62 ± 4.99 
Totals 99.29 ± 1.42 99.76 ± 0.89 98.10 ± 3.63 
Block 1 Errant tones   
Football-athletes 0.43 ± 1.13 0.43± 0.79 0.29 ± 0.49 
Controls 1.43 ± 2.15 0.43 ± 0.53 0.71 ± 1.25 
Totals 0.93 ± 1.73 0.43 ± 0.65 0.50 ± 0.94 
Block 2 Errant tones   
Football-athletes 1.71 ± 3.68 0.14 ± 0.38 0.43 ± 1.13 
Controls 0.14 ± 0.38 0.71 ± 0.76 1.29 ± 2.98 
Totals 0.93 ± 2.64 0.43 ± 0.65 0.86 ± 2.21 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
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Memory Accuracy (p’s>0.05). No significant main effect for time was present for Axon 
Processing speed [F(1.32, 14.53)=0.17, p=0.76]. A significant main effect was present for time 
for Axon Learning [F(2,22)=3.78, p=0.04, cohens d=0.10]. However, following post-hoc 
analysis no significant differences were present between time points (p>0.05). No significant 
main effect for time was found Axon Attention [F(2,22)=0.95, p=0.40], Axon Working Memory 
Speed [F(2,22)=1.44, p=0.26], and Working Memory Accuracy [F(2,22)=2.56, p=0.10].  
No interactions were present between groups and time for Axon Processing speed 
[F(1.32, 14.53)=1.32, p=0.28], Attention [F(2,22)=0.69, p=0.51], Learning [F(2,22)=0.42, 
p=0.67], Working Memory Speed [F(2,22)=0.05,p=0.96] or Working Memory Accuracy 
[F(2,22)=0.34, p=0.72]. Lastly, no significant group effects were present for Axon processing 
speed [F(1,11)=2.61, p=0.13], Attention [F(1,11)=0.28, p=0.61], Learning [F(1,11)=0.03, 
p=0.88], Working Memory Speed [F(1,11)=0.55, p=0.47], and Working memory Accuracy 
[F(1,11)=0.03, p=0.87]. Table 25 displays means and standard deviation for all Axon output 
scores by group and time. 
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   Table 25 Aim 2 Axon composite scores means and standard deviations 
Group Pre-season Asymptomatic Post-season 
Processing Speed (Mean± STD) (Mean ±STD) (Mean ±STD) 
Concussed 103.77± 4.59 101.47 ±5.60 102.47± 5.60 
Control 104.49± 7.37 106.56± 4.19  106.99 ±4.54 
Total 104.15 ±6.01 104.07 ±4.34 104.90 ±5.37 
Attention    
Concussed 104.53± 5.42 106.25 ±0.95 105.63 ±3.35 
Control 106.77± 4.54 107.64 ±3.97 105.03 ±5.56 
Total 105.74 ±4.89 107.00 ±2.96 105.31± 4.49 
Learning    
Concussed 110.82 ±7.74  113.05 ±7.06  119.90 ±8.31  
Control 112.07± 10.07 113.33 ±8.54 116.67 ±8.11 
Total 111.49 ±8.72 113.20±7.57 118.16± 8.03 
Working Memory Speed    
Concussed 104.78 ±4.75 105.63 ±2.48 106.92± 5.01 
Control 105.77 ±7.40  107.16± 4.36 108.84± 3.56 
Total 105.32± 5.90 106.45 ±3.56 107.95 ±4.22 
Working Memory 
Accuracy 
   
Concussed 104.40 ±4.02 105.63 ±2.48 106.92 ±5.01 
Control 105.71 ±8.91 107.16 ±4.36 108.84 ±3.56 
Total 105.11± 6.84 106.45± 3.56 107.95± 4.22 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
 
 
 
 
4.5.2.5 Clinical Reaction Time 
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in clinical reaction time across 
the time-points (pre-season, asymptomatic and post-season) as well as in comparison between 
concussed-athletes and control athletes. Mauchleys test indicated a violation of sphericity was 
not present for clinical reaction time (p=0.06). No significant main effect for time was present 
for clinical reaction time [F(2,22)=0.01,p=0.99]. Additionally, no significant interaction 
[F(2,22)=0.84, p=0.44] or group effects [F(1,11)=0.26, p=0.62] were present. Table 26 displays 
means and standard deviation for all CRT scores by group and time. 
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Table 26 Aim 2 Clinical reaction time means and standard deviations  
Group Pre-season Asymptomatic Post-season 
CRT    
Concussed 195.64 ±39.83 197.16 ±24.88 202.94 ±30.00  
Control 207.84 ±27.03 207.57 ±16.93 200.60 ±20.02 
Total 202.21 ±32.66 202.77 ±20.75 201.58 ±24.02 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
 
4.5.2.6 Health Related Quality of Life  
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in SWL, HBI Cognitive, and 
HBI Somatic across the time-points (pre-season, asymptomatic and post-season) as well as in 
comparison between concussed-athletes and control athletes. Mauchleys test indicated no 
violation of sphericity was present for SWL, HBI cognitive, or HBI Somatic (p’s>0.05). No 
significant main effects for time were noted for SWL [F(2,22)=1.72, p=0.20], HBI Cognitive 
[F(2,22)=2.37 p=0.12] or HBI Somatic [F(2,22)=0.19, p=0.83].No significant interactions were 
present for SWL [F(2,22)=1.62, p=0.22], HBI Cognitive [F(2,22)=0.34, p=0.72] or HBI Somatic 
[F(2,22)=3.14, p=0.06]. Additionally, no group effects were present for SWL [F(1,11)=0.21, 
p=0.58], HBI Cognitive [F(1,11)=1.98, p=0.19] and HBI somatic [F(1,11)=0.73, p=0.41]. Table 
27 displays means and standard deviation for HRQOL scores by group and time. 
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 Table 27 Aim 2 Health Related Quality of Life means and standard deviations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.5.2.7 Symptom Inventory  
Mixed model ANOVA was used to determine differences in symptom number and 
symptom severity across the time-points (pre-season, asymptomatic and post-season) as well as 
in comparison between concussed-athletes and control athletes. Mauchleys test indicated a 
violation of sphericity was present for symptom number (W(2)=0.18, p<0.01), but was not 
present for symptom severity (p=0.07). Therefore, a Greenhouse Geisser correction was made 
for symptom number. No significant main effect for time for symptom number 
[F(1.10,12.07)=2.00,p=0.18] or symptom severity [F(2,22)=2.75, p=0.09]. Additionally, no 
significant interactions were present between group and time for symptom number [F(1.10, 
12.07) = 1.23, p=0.30] or for symptom severity [F(2,22)= 1.44, p=0.26]. No significant group 
effects were present for symptom number [F(1,11)=4.11, p=0.07] or symptom severity 
Group Pre-season Asymptomatic Post-season 
SWL (Mean± STD) (Mean ±STD) (Mean ±STD) 
Concussed 32.17 ±3.06 30.17± 3.49 31.00 ±3.74 
Control 30.00 ±3.61 30.00± 4.43 29.71 ±5.12 
Total 31.00 ±3.42 30.08± 3.86 30.31± 4.40 
HBI Cognitive    
Concussed 8.67 ±4.13 8.83 ± 5.11 6.83± 5.53 
Control 6.57 ±3.55 4.86 ±5.15 3.43± 4.64 
Total 7.54 ±3.82 6.69± 5.33 5.00± 5.16 
HBI somatic    
Concussed  4.33 ±3.67 3.00± 3.79 2.17± 3.92 
Control 1.14± 2.04 1.57 ±1.81 2.71 ±3.82 
Total 2.46± 3.71 2.23± 2.86 2.46± 3.71 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
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[F(1,11)=1.58, p=0.24]. Table 28 displays means and standard deviation for Symptom Inventory 
scores by group and time. 
Table 28 Aim 2 symptoms means and standard deviations  
Group Pre-season Asymptomatic Post-season 
Symptom Number (Mean± STD) (Mean ±STD) (Mean ±STD) 
Concussed 2.33 ± 3.93 1.00 ± 1.10 0.00 ± 0.00 
Control 0.29 ± 0.49 0.14 ± 0.38 0.00 ± 0.00 
Total 1.23 ± 2.77 0.54 ± 0.88 0.00 ± 0.00 
Symptom Severity    
Concussed 1.50 ± 3.21 1.83 ± 2.40 0.00 ± 0.00 
Control 0.57 ± 0.98 0.14 ± 0.38 0.00 ± 0.00 
Total 1.00 ± 2.24 0.92 ± 1.80 0.00 ± 0.00 
BOLD signifies p<0.05 
* Denotes significance across time points 
+ Signifies group differences 
 
4.5.3 Case Series: 
Four complete concussed cases were examined at length and included pre-season, 72-
hour post-concussion, asymptomatic and post-season testing performance scores for BNA output 
scores, ERP P3a, P3b and N2 amplitudes and latencies, Axon scores, clinical reaction time, and 
Symptom inventory. The case series was conducted due to the lack of complete concussed data 
sets in order to identify any 72-hour post-concussion deficits, as this time point was removed 
from earlier analysis. Table 29 displays 72-hour post-concussion means and standard deviations. 
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  Table 29 Post-concussion means and standard deviations (n=4 concussed, n=4 controls) 
 Concussed Control Total 
 Mean ±Std.  Mean ±Std.  Mean ±Std. 
SWL 6.50 ± 0.58 5.75± 1.26 6.13 ± 0.99 
HBI cognitive 8.5 ± 3.00 7.75± 9.07 8.13 ± 6.27 
HBI somatic 7.50 ±4.04 4.00 ±7.35 5.75 ± 5.80 
Frequent Amplitude 58.50 ±31.74 73.32±27.41 65.91± 28.57 
Frequent Synchronization 76.87 ±18.06 86.06±6.45 81.47 ± 13.48 
Frequent Timing 82.87 ±11.02 66.85±20.57 74.86 ± 17.51 
Frequent Connectivity 72.75± 11.54 75.41±2.337 74.08 ± 7.835 
Target Amplitude 34.20 ±40.64 48.58±46.92 41.39 ± 41.36 
Target Synchronization 38.86± 40.64 85.04±6.01 61.95 ± 36.26 
Target Timing 42.96± 48.19 86.07±9.93 64.52 ± 39.06 
Target Connectivity 42.48± 42.72 78.63±15.69 60.55 ± 34.97 
Novel Amplitude 54.76± 40.18 50.24±20.52 52.50 ± 29.63 
Novel Synchronization 55.00± 39.84 57.47±29.74 56.23 ± 32.57 
Novel Timing 56.84± 49.30 51.58±27.40 54.21 ± 37.03 
Novel Connectivity 55.53± 41.99 53.10±21.79 54.31 ± 31.00 
Axon Processing Speed 103.3± 5.68 104.88±2.84 104.09 ± 4.24 
Axon Attention 104.73± 2.54 105.93±2.29 105.33 ± 2.33 
Axon Learning 109.9± 4.97 112.75±9.41 111.33 ± 7.13 
Axon Working Memory Speed 106.13± 2.46 105.05±4.84 105.59 ± 3.60 
Axon Working Memory 
Accuracy 
97.40± 5.87 104.18±9.00 100.79 ± 7.91 
CRT ms 216.35± 35.16 200.42±10.03 208.38 ± 25.40 
Symptom number 7.25 ± 3.30 0.00±0.00 3.63 ± 4.44 
Symptom Severity 13.25± 10.50 0.00±0.00 6.63 ± 9.87 
 
 
 
4.5.3.a Case #1 
Case # 1 is a high school senior who sustained a concussion during practice. However, 
case #1 continued to practice that day and reported symptoms halfway through the following 
days practice. No specific linear acceleration, rotational acceleration or HITsp could be localized 
for the concussive impact. Case #1 plays both sides of the football field (offensive lineman and 
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defensive lineman). The asymptomatic testing time was 4 days post-injury, and post-season 
testing was conducted 53 days post-injury. No Frequent BNA deficits were noted during 72-hour 
post concussion, or asymptomatic testing. However, improvements were noted during post-
season testing for Frequent BNA scores compared to pre-season, post-concussion and 
asymptomatic. During Target Timing BNA performance, case #1 demonstrated deficits at post-
concussion (33.82), and asymptomatic (38.21), compared to preseason (68.95), while improving 
at postseason (92.68). These changes did not fall outside of normative data and therefore do not 
pose any clinical implications. No other deficits were noted for any other BNA output scores, or 
Axon composite score. During post-concussion clinical reaction time a slightly slower reaction 
time score was present at post-concussion (174.82ms) and asymptomatic (185.65ms) compared 
to pre-season (152.54 ms).  Furthermore, smaller FCZ P3 amplitudes present at post-season (0.35 
μv) compared to preseason (2.74 μv), post-concussion (5.21 μv) and asymptomatic (9.95 μv). 
Additionally, smaller amplitudes were found during post-season CPZ Target P3b electrode  (4.36 
μv), PZ Target P3b electrode (4.56 μv) compared to pre-season testing. Further, smaller Target 
N2 amplitudes were noted during asymptomatic testing (FCZ=1.02μv, FZ=0.42 μv) compared to 
preseason N2 amplitudes (FCZ= -1.88 μv, FZ =-4.98 μv). An increase in FCZ Target P3a latency 
was noted during post-season (700ms) compared to pre-season (300ms). No other latency 
changes were present. Lastly, case #1 displayed more symptoms and greater symptom severity 
scores at post-concussion (symptoms= 8, severity= 13) compared to all other time points. Table 
30 displays performance scores for case # 1 at all four time points. 
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Table 30 Means for Case  #1 over testing time points (pre-season, 72hour post-concussion, 
asymptomatic, post-season) 
 Pre-season 72hour Post-
concussion 
Asymptomatic Post-season 
Frequent Amplitude 22.52 29.01 32.25 90.65 
Frequent Synchronization 77.45 82.81 71.16 79.71 
Frequent Timing 47.51 85.03 62.97 84.93 
Frequent Connectivity 49.16 65.61 56.46 85.10 
Target Amplitude 53.79 56.65 88.44 79.97 
Target Synchronization 29.29 35.52 85.34 86.66 
Target Timing 68.95 33.82 38.21 92.68 
Target Connectivity 50.67 42.00 70.66 76.44 
Novel Amplitude 77.88 65.33 88.30 60.37 
Novel Synchronization 64.57 84.47 87.52 65.11 
Novel Timing 94.85 98.31 97.83 93.73 
Novel Connectivity 79.10 82.71 91.21 73.07 
Processing Speed 110.40 105.50 104.40 107.10 
Attention 109.80 107.60 107.10 107.50 
Learning 110.10 115.40 112.50 108.10 
Working Memory Speed 109.30 108.60 109.60 113.30 
Working Memory 
Accuracy 
106.10 106.10 101.70 106.10 
CRT ms 152.54 174.82 185.65 163.62 
Symptom Number 0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 
Symptom Severity 0.00 13.00 0.00 0.00 
FCZ P3a amplitude(μv) 2.74 5.21 9.95 0.35 
CPZ amplitude(μv) 9.00 7.92 11.19 4.36 
PZ P3b amplitude(μv) 8.08 7.08 7.70 4.56 
FCZ N2 amplitude(μv) -1.77 -2.73 1.02 -2.41 
FZ N2 amplitude(μv) -4.98 -4.65 0.42 -4.25 
FCZ P3a latency (ms) 300 396 432 700 
CPZ latency (ms) 392 380 400 380 
PZ P3b latency(ms) 388 376 376 388 
FCZ N2 latency(ms) 352 320 200 316 
FZ N2 latency(ms) 352 328 320 348 
*denotes scores are not 
similar to normative data 
    
 
4.5.3.b Case #2 
Case #2 is a junior in high school and plays both linebacker and fullback. Case #2 
sustained a concussion during a game and linear acceleration was recorded to be 70.3g, rotational 
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acceleration to be 2,198.58 rad/s2, and HITsp to be 20.7. The asymptomatic testing time was 4 
days post-injury, and contributed to missing 1 season game. Further, post-season testing was 
performed 54 days post-injury. Case #2 did not demonstrate any deficits at 72 hours post-
concussion on any of the Frequent or Target BNA output scores. However, a BNA performance 
deficit was found during the 72hour post-concussion for Novel Timing (31.77) compared to pre-
season Novel Timing performance score (73.11). Furthermore, during asymptomatic and post 
season testing, Novel Timing BNA output scores remained lower than pre-season (56.93, 32.89).  
Similarly Novel Connectivity, followed the same pattern with deficits at post-concussion (46.63), 
asymptomatic (50.40) and postseason (49.32) compared to pre-season (62.55) suggesting 
following injury with deficits in BNA performance were present. However, it is unclear if these 
deficits are clinically significant. No deficits were present for Axon Processing Speed, Attention, 
Learning or Working Memory Speed. However a slight deficit was present for Axon Working 
Memory Accuracy at 72hours post-concussion (95.80) compared to pre-season (105.90). No 
deficits were preset for any of the ERP amplitudes. However, for CPZ P3 latency, longer 72hour 
post-concussion (692 ms) and asymptomatic latencies (700 ms) were noted compared pre-season 
(360 ms) and post-season (300 ms). Lastly, symptom reporting during post-concussion testing 
was only slightly greater than during pre-season, asymptomatic or post-season testing 
(symptoms= 3, severity =4). Table 31 displays performance scores for case # 2 at all four time 
points. 
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Table 31 Means for Case  #2 over testing time points (pre-season, 72hour post-concussion, 
asymptomatic, post-season) 
 Pre-season 72hour Post-
concussion 
Asymptomatic Post-season 
Frequent Amplitude 59.78 88.85 94.04 94.66 
Frequent Synchronization 90.03 88.20 91.02 92.31 
Frequent Timing 82.64 92.77 96.70 92.63 
Frequent Connectivity 77.48 89.94 93.92 94.20 
Target Amplitude 67.99 80.16 93.68 58.04 
Target Synchronization 86.58 81.08 73.82 37.51 
Target Timing 68.58 95.07 90.74 68.42 
Target Connectivity 74.38 95.43 86.08 54.66 
Novel Amplitude 62.68 57.42 59.07 68.52 
Novel Synchronization 51.85 51.29 35.20 46.54 
Novel Timing 73.11 31.77 56.93 32.89 
Novel Connectivity 62.55 46.63 50.40 49.32 
Processing Speed 98.40 105.40 102.80 103.40 
Attention 103.4 102.90 107.40 105.40 
Learning 97.90 105.40 103.60 118.60 
Working Memory Speed 102.20 107.10 105.30 102.90 
Working Memory 
Accuracy 
105.90 95.80 101.90 101.70 
CRT ms 244.43 260.83 238.69 241.38 
Symptom Number 0.00 3.00 2.00 0.00 
Symptom Severity 0.00 4.00 2.00 0.00 
FCZ P3a amplitude(μv) -1.37 0.47 -1.85 -0.18 
CPZ amplitude(μv) 1.21 2.48 1.93 1.78 
PZ P3b amplitude(μv) 2.85 2.34 2.75 1.56 
FCZ N2 amplitude(μv) -5.47 -3.26 -5.06 -3.48 
FZ N2 amplitude(μv) -6.84 -4.86 -4.57 n/a 
FCZ P3a latency (ms) 660 304 300 660 
CPZ latency (ms) 360 692 700 300 
PZ P3b latency(ms) 300 440 544 680 
FCZ N2 latency(ms) 316 352 352 344 
FZ N2 latency(ms) 316 352 352 n/a 
*denotes scores are not 
similar to normative data 
    
 
4.5.3.c Case #3 
Case # 3 was a senior linebacker who sustained a concussion during a game. The 
concussive linear acceleration recorded was 87.7g, rotational acceleration was 4,495.31 rad/s2 
and HITsp was 30.1. Case # 3 missed one game, the asymptomatic testing visit was 9 days 
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following injury, and post-season testing was conducted 59 days post-injury. Case #3 did not 
demonstrate any Frequent BNA deficits at 72hour post-concussion or asymptomatic testing time 
points. During Target and Novel BNA output scores, case #3 recorded scores of 0 for the post-
concussion testing time point. These findings show that case #3 did not register a similarity score 
to the provided network base. Further, for the asymptomatic period, Target BNA output scores 
continued to demonstrate a BNA similarity score of 0, while returning back to or above pre-
season performance at postseason testing. These findings fall below the normative data 
suggesting that the BNA output scores for case #3 were not similar to normative data. Therefore, 
case # 3 could have demonstrated worse performance. Axon composite score and clinical 
reaction time did not show post-injury deficits at either 72-hour post-concussion or 
asymptomatic. Further, FCZ P3a amplitude was smaller post-injury and continued throughout 
post-season testing. However latency for FCZ remained consistent across testing time points. No 
other amplitude or latency ERP components demonstrated deficits post-injury. Table 32 displays 
performance scores for case # 3 at all four time points. 
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Table 32 Means for Case  #3 over testing time points (pre-season, 72hour post-concussion, 
asymptomatic, post-season) 
 Pre-season 72hour Post-
concussion 
Asymptomatic Post-season 
Frequent Amplitude 59.76 92.87 77.51 95.61 
Frequent Synchronization 24.18 49.99 50.19 35.63 
Frequent Timing 42.00 67.12 63.40 63.77 
Frequent Connectivity 41.97 66.56 63.70 61.67 
Target Amplitude 7.69 0.00* 0.00* 54.53 
Target Synchronization 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.01 
Target Timing 4.98 0.00* 0.00* 3.44 
Target Connectivity 4.22 0.00* 0.00* 25.00 
Novel Amplitude 22.75 0.00* 13.72 43.88 
Novel Synchronization 62.34 0.00* 45.32 83.55 
Novel Timing 32.16 0.00* 37.51 11.86 
Novel Connectivity 39.08 0.00* 32.18 46.43 
Processing Speed 104.70 107.40 99.30 99.10 
Attention 96.30 106.10 105.30 105.8 
Learning 112.50 112.80 111.20 119.00 
Working Memory Speed 101.80 106.00 103.40 104.5 
Working Memory 
Accuracy 
96.20 93.70 95.90 93.70 
CRT ms 246.31 215.07 200.50 234.85 
Symptom Number 0.00 11.00 2.00 0.00 
Symptom Severity 0.00 28.00 3.00 0.00 
FCZ P3a amplitude(μv) 4.33 2.90 3.82 0.95 
CPZ amplitude(μv) 6.77 5.11 4.23 4.16 
PZ P3b amplitude(μv) 5.38 6.48 4.50 3.42 
FCZ N2 amplitude(μv) -7.62 -7.82 -10.04 -9.52 
FZ N2 amplitude(μv) -5.16 -8.31 -9.73 -9.82 
FCZ P3a latency (ms) 408 412 376 448 
CPZ latency (ms) 524 468 476 452 
PZ P3b latency(ms) 524 504 508 488 
FCZ N2 latency(ms) 272 200 236 280 
FZ N2 latency(ms) 276 200 300 284 
*denotes scores are not 
similar to normative data 
    
 
 
 
 
4.5.3.d Case #4  
Case #4 was a senior wide receiver that sustained a concussion during a game. The 
concussive linear acceleration was 70.7g, rotational acceleration was 2,416.13 rad/s2 and HITsp 
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was 22.2. Case # 4 did not miss a game as a result of the concussion, and the asymptomatic 
testing visit was 5 days post injury. The post-season testing session was conducted 46 days post-
injury. Frequent BNA output scores deficit was present for 72 hour post-concussion Frequent 
Amplitude (33.26) compared to pre-season (53.89). Frequent Amplitude BNA performance 
slightly improved at asymptomatic testing (48.27) and post-season (47.86) but remained slightly 
below pre-season Frequent Amplitude performance score.  It is unclear how slight deficit in 
Frequent Amplitude are clinically relevant.  Target BNA output scores did not generate output 
scores for post-concussion or asymptomatic. This might have been due to a lack of similarity 
between network scores, or issues with the testing session, as we were not provided any output 
scores. Axon Processing Speed decreased at 72hour post-concussion (94.90) compared to pre-
season (103.90). Axon Processing Speed returned back to pre-season levels during asymptomatic 
testing session. Axon Attention showed a slight deficit as 72 hour post-concussion (102.30) 
compared to pre-season (109.80), and slightly improved at asymptomatic (104.10). Finally at 
post-season, Axon attention returned back to pre-season testing levels (109.90). Clinical reaction 
time was slightly slower at 72-hour post-concussion (214.66 ms) compared to pre-season 
(176.95ms), and then improved during asymptomatic testing (176.29 ms). However during post-
season testing, the clinical reaction time score slower again (215.86 ms). No ERP amplitude or 
latency deficits were present at any of the testing time points. Pre-season CPZ and PZ and 
Asymptomatic PZ amplitudes and latencies were unavailable. Table 33 displays performance 
scores for case # 4 at all four time points. 
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  Table 33 Means for Case  #4 over testing time points (pre-season, 72hour post-concussion,  
asymptomatic, post-season) 
 Pre-season 72hour Post-
concussion 
Asymptomatic Post-
season 
Frequent Amplitude 53.89 33.26 48.27 47.86 
Frequent Synchronization 76.32 86.50 91.27 92.26 
Frequent Timing 89.18 86.58 76.72 67.40 
Frequent Connectivity 73.13 68.78 72.09 69.17 
Target Amplitude 93.61 0.00* n/a 48.75 
Target Synchronization 75.97 n/a n/a  82.20 
Target Timing 78.90 n/a n/a 95.04 
Target Connectivity 82.83 n/a n/a 75.33 
Novel Amplitude 73.20 96.29 70.38 77.26 
Novel Synchronization 88.31 84.23 72.19 83.37 
Novel Timing 79.21 97.86 95.58 78.93 
Novel Connectivity 80.24 92.79 79.38 79.85 
Processing Speed 103.90 94.90 104.00 101.90 
Attention 109.80 102.30 104.10 109.90 
Learning 110.30 106.00 110.30 115.70 
Working Memory Speed 104.00 102.80 107.60 109.60 
Working Memory 
Accuracy 
101.70 94.00 93.70 117.10 
CRT ms 176.95 214.66 176.29 215.86 
Symptom Number 0.00 7.00 0.00 0.00 
Symptom Severity 0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 
FCZ P3a amplitude(μv) -0.51 1.68 4.50 0.63 
CPZ amplitude(μv) n/a 6.47 n/a 5.90 
PZ P3b amplitude(μv) n/a 6.30 5.06 5.84 
FCZ N2 amplitude(μv) -6.80 -4.63 -6.35 -6.08 
FZ N2 amplitude(μv) -6.29 -7.38 -4.99 -8.15 
FCZ P3a latency (ms) 700 564 688 700 
CPZ latency (ms) n/a 508 n/a 512 
PZ P3b latency(ms) n/a 436 396 436 
FCZ N2 latency(ms) 352 264 312 312 
FZ N2 latency(ms) 352 332 332 328 
*denotes scores are not 
similar to normative data 
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4.6 Discussion 
This investigation aimed to monitor the recovery period in high school football athletes 
following a sports-related concussion. We hypothesized that despite being asymptomatic, 
concussed athletes would continue to show decrements on sensitive electroencephalogram 
testing, while returning back to pre-season testing scores on traditional clinical sensitive 
cognitive measures.  
Research suggests following a concussion, a neurometabolic cascade ensues.61,62 This 
neurometabolic cascade causes neuronal dysfunctions,61,62 which consists of changes in cellular 
functioning, ionic shifts, metabolic changes and impaired neurotransmission.61,62 Animal models 
have demonstrated that increased glucose consumption and hyperglycolysis lasts 7-10 days post-
concussive injury,68 with models conducted in human research showing continued metabolic 
deficits up to 30 days post-injury.232,233 These studies suggest metabolic recovery takes weeks to 
fully resolve. Interestingly, further concussion research suggests the typical clinical concussion 
recovery period to last between 7-10 days for college athletes28 and slightly longer for high 
school athletes.19,20 Due to the differences in clinical and metabolic recovery time frames, there is 
concern that despite patients showing clinical concussion resolution, metabolic recovery may 
continue and athletes may be returning back to play before metabolic recovery is completed. 
Therefore, this study aimed to examine the effects of cognitive recovery following concussion, 
using measures of brain activity that would identify continued deficits despite symptom 
resolution or clinical recovery. 
 Current concussion consensus suggests implementation of a multifaceted approach to 
concussion management, including symptom inventory, cognitive function, and motor control.24-
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26 Individual concussion clinical assessment techniques are not meant as main diagnostic tools, 
but are implemented to aide in measuring the degree of cognitive functioning post-injury.24-26 The 
sensitivity of clinical assessment tools diminishes as time from concussive injury lengthens. 
234As such, Axon neurocognitive testing is most sensitive within 24 hours of injury,110 and 
declines in ability to detect cognitive deficits thereafter.110 88,234 
Results from the current study did not identify changes in axon neurocognitive 
performance (Processing Speed, Attention, Learning, Working Memory Speed or Working 
Memory Accuracy) or differences amongst concussed and controls at the post-injury time points. 
The asymptomatic testing session was performed on average 6 days post-injury, and based on 
previous research high school athletes display cognitive recovery between 4 and 14 days post 
injury.19,20,94,114,116,235 More specifically, Iverson et al73,235 found the majority of athletes  displayed 
cognitive recovery 5 days post injury, followed by all participants demonstrating cognitive 
recovery at 10 days post-injury.235 Similarly, McCrea et al94 found cognitive function resolution 
5-7 days post injury, with research largely supporting cognitive function recovery 3-10 days post 
injury. Overall, computerized neurocognitive testing at the asymptomatic time point may not 
have been able to detect subtle deficits in cognitive functioning and more sensitive measures may 
be needed to detect those deficits.  
Additionally, there were no HRQOL differences found for any of the time points or 
between groups for either SWL or HBI surveys. These findings differ from HRQOL literature 
following injury, with research suggesting diminished HRQOL is present following injury. 
Further, Valovich McLeod236 found negative changes associated with quality of life following 
concussions. A lower quality of life was found on day 3 post-injury and was found to be short-
lived with returning back at day 10 and day 30 post-injury. The current study first assessed 
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HRQOL within 72 hours post-concussion; however, limited data resulted in this time point being 
removed. Further upon testing at the asymptomatic time point, no changes were noted. A more 
thorough, comprehensive and age appropriate HRQOL outcome measurement tools may be more 
appropriate following concussion. Despite the lack of statistical significance, continuing to use 
and develop injury specific outcome measurement tools is vital for clinical practice and can 
enhance patient care.  
Furthermore, symptom resolution has been shown to take up to 15 days post-concussion 
in high school athletes, with some researchers reporting symptom resolution 7-8 days post 
injury.20 The current study found no significant differences in symptom reporting between pre-
season, asymptomatic, and post-season testing time points. However, despite small sample size 
and an inability to analyze 72-hour post concussion, trends suggest concussed athletes displayed 
more post-concussion symptoms and greater symptom severity scores compared to controls 
within 72 hours post-injury. This finding is consistent with the literature suggesting immediately 
post-injury, symptom presentation is highest, with gradual resolution back to baseline symptom 
state.19 Due to lack of complete data for the 72-hour post concussion time symptom grouping 
analysis was unable to be run. The relationship between symptom severity, cognitive 
performance and attentional resources is not clearly defined. However, following a concussion 
cognitive impairments are present, as such these impairments pose difficulties with attention, 
concentration, processing speed, learning and executive function.237 Therefore, one can conclude 
that as common concussion symptoms are present such as headache, difficulty concentrating, and 
difficulty remembering, athletes have inherent difficulties on cognitive tasks. However, further 
analysis with a larger sample size is needed to determine the greater effects of symptoms on 
cognition.  
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Furthermore, researchers have used advanced imaging techniques to identify brain 
function deficits following a concussion. The current study used the BNA algorithm to identify if 
brain activity changes were present following concussion. Current study findings found no 
deficits in brain activity over the course of testing time points (pre-season, asymptomatic and 
post-season) for all BNA output scores. However, Target Amplitude did demonstrate significant 
improvements for all participants at post-season testing compared to pre-season and 
asymptomatic testing. These results suggest that the BNA algorithm was unable to detect deficits 
or differences between concussed and control participants during varying testing time points. 
The findings deviated from our proposed hypothesis and from previous literature that continued 
deficits would be present at asymptomatic and post-season following a concussion. Previous 
research has concluded that continued deficits might be present despite symptom resolution. 
Specifically, Lovell et al238 monitored brain activation patterns using fMRI throughout 
concussion recovery in older teens and found patients with an initial increase in brain activation 
following a concussion had prolonged recovery. While, McAllister et al74 found abnormal 
increased in BOLD activation in mTBI patients following injury during working memory 
processing and smaller brain activation during higher order processing. Magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy has shown continued metabolic changes and researchers have found metabolic 
dysfunctions present in concussed athletes.232,233 These more sensitive measures of brain function 
are able to detect concussive deficits throughout the recovery period, while less sensitive 
measures such as Axon neurocognitive testing, symptom inventory and reaction time are not able 
to detect subtle changes present outside immediate recovery days. It is unclear as to why BNA 
performance did not demonstrate significant deficits at asymptomatic and post-injury. A larger 
sample size may contribute to further significant findings. Further, the BNA algorithm is a novel 
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tool that is still in its infancy and may not be sensitive enough to detect changes greater than 6 
days post-injury. 
Furthermore, when looking at the trends of the post-concussion data for concussed 
participants and comparing it to Eckner et al207 reliable change index scores, only two out of the 
nine concussed individuals had a performance scores that fell negatively outside of the 95% 
confidence interval for Target Connectivity between pre-season and asymptomatic change 
scores. This is an interesting finding as the Eckner et al207 paper developed scores for 
performance in healthy controls and we would have anticipated no deficits were present during 
asymptomatic time point. No other time point difference scores were identified to deviate from 
the proposed change index. The BNA tool algorithm may not be sensitive enough to capture 
post-concussive deficits. Broglio et al208 supported the current study using the BNA algorithm on 
24 concussed athletes and 21 controls. No detectable group level BNA changes were present 
between concussed and controls following concussive injury.208 The BNA algorithm has been 
used in other medical studies and able to identify changes to brain activity. Reches et al40 used 
the BNA algorithm in patients with Donepezil administration and found increases in working 
memory performance in those with Donepezil use. While in another study by Reches et al39 
increased reaction time and decreased response accuracy was identified in patients with 
Scopolamine use. Both reported that the BNA algorithm can identify working memory and 
reaction time differences in patient populations. Recently, Kontos et al43 was able to distinguish 
group performance in individuals with post-traumatic migraine following concussion with post-
traumatic migraine patients demonstrating poorer BNA performance. Despite, these limited 
studies suggesting the BNA algorithm has clinical utility for various medical conditions, 
currently the use of BNA for sport-related concussions does not provide greater insight into the 
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recovery than using ERP analysis, nor does the test provide greater feasibility or sensitivity than 
clinical concussion assessment techniques. The differing results suggest that subtle changes in 
cognitive function may not be easily detectable with clinical assessment tools and more sensitive 
measures are needed to capture these changes.  
Electroencephalography has been used in a variety of settings to examine electrical 
activity in the brain.188 One component of using EEG is the ability to recover event related 
potentials (ERP). ERPs allow for brain activity to be recorded while subsequently monitoring 
performance on cognitive tasks. The P3 component of ERPs demonstrates decision-making 
processes.192 Specifically, the P3a component demonstrates an electrophysiological response to 
an infrequent and unexpected event, while P3b shows an expected but infrequent event.192 
Recently ERP analysis has been used to examine amplitude and latency changes following sport-
related concussion.21-23,38 Results from the current study found longer P3a latencies during post-
season testing compared to pre-season and asymptomatic testing time points.  In addition, 
concussed athletes displayed smaller post-season P3a amplitude compared to control 
participants. These results suggest that following concussion recovery, no deficits were present 
immediately following injury or at asymptomatic but deficits in attentional resource allocation 
developed at post-season testing. These findings are different than the proposed hypothesis that 
continued deficits would be present at asymptomatic and post-season. Although, this study did 
not detect deficits during the asymptomatic time point, there were deficits present on average 53 
days post-injury during post-season testing. The post-season deficits may be a result of 
environmental factors of having completed the final game of the season and therefore a lack of 
interest in participating in testing. However, further psychological and environmental monitoring 
is needed to confirm this hypothesis. Furthermore, the development of post-season deficits may 
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be a result of continued sports participation following a concussion and sustaining multiple 
repeated head contacts throughout the remainder of the season.  Howell et al239 examined 
adolescent athletes and found persistent attentional deficits and lack of execute function 2 
months post concussion.  Smaller P3 amplitudes suggest that the participants are uncertain or 
having greater difficulty identifying the difference between the target and nontarget stimuli.  
These findings are consistent with research that suggests smaller amplitudes and longer latencies 
are present in individuals with a history of concussion.22,38,206  
Furthermore, research has suggested that following a concussion, prolonged deficits may 
occur and appear later in life. Gaetz and Weinberg35, researched young adults (18-34 years old) 
and older adults (35-55 years old) with and without a concussion history and found that those 
with a concussion history, regardless of age, displayed longer P3 latency during visual oddball 
tasks. Theriault et al22 found subjects who had a recent concussion history (within the previous 
year) demonstrated smaller P3a amplitude compared to subjects with no concussion history. In 
2009, Broglio et al23 found decreased P3b amplitude in individuals with a concussion history 
compared to controls. Similarly, De Beaumont et al206 examined a group of older adults who 
sustained their last concussion 30 years prior to testing and concluded that individuals with a 
concussion history showed significantly smaller P3a and P3b amplitude as well as a longer peak 
latency than the comparison group. The above findings are similar to the current study in which 
group differences were present with smaller P3a amplitude at post-season in concussed athletes 
compared to controls. Overall, EEG research shows strong support to detect changes in neuronal 
response following a concussion. Further research with a larger sample size is needed to outline 
deficits 72hours post-concussion and through the recovery period. Monitoring more time points 
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throughout the recovery period will further identify where deficits are present following 
concussive injury.  
Further, average concussive linear acceleration was 77.24g, rotational acceleration was 
3,518.73 rad/s2 and HITsp was 38.9. Although there is no established concussion threshold, the 
recorded linear acceleration was similar to prior research, while the rotational acceleration 
concussive values are slightly lower than established high school research, but similar to 
establish college research. More specifically, concussive literature has found between 74g and 
146g of linear acceleration and between 5,582 rad/s2 and 9,515 rad/s2  of rotational acceleration at 
the high school level.140,142,148,165,169 With more 72hour post-concussive data, a thorough analysis 
could be conducted to determine if symptom presentation, and cognitive performance was 
associated with greater linear and rotational acceleration.  
Lastly, the use of the BNA algorithm or ERP analysis does not provide more information 
than already available with common concussion assessment tools. Clinically, using the current 
validated concussion assessment tools recommended provides a multifaceted approach to 
concussion management. Further research is needed to validate the use of the BNA or ERP 
analysis as concussion diagnosis and management tools. Overall, continuing to follow best 
practices for concussion management is recommended.  
4.7 Limitations 
This study is not without limitations. For an effect size of 0.20, power of 0.80 and alpha 
of 0.05, 36 participants are required to reach significance.  Table 34 displays effect sizes and 
power analysis for Aim2. However, the current study only had full data on 4 concussed and 4 
controls for all four of the time points and therefore, the 72hour post-concussion time point was 
not included in statistical analysis and only referenced in the case studies. Additional limitations 
include the testing time points. Concussed participants were required to have a diagnosed 
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concussion from a physician prior to 72-hour post-concussion testing session. However, due to 
the nature of when football games are played (majority Saturdays), obtaining physician diagnosis 
within 72 hours can be logistically difficult and therefore some participants were lost for the 72 
hour time point. 
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Table 34 Aim 2 Effect sizes for clinical assessments  
Measure Cohen’s d Effect 
SWL 0.34 Small effect 
HBI Cognitive 0.85 Large effect 
HBI Somatic 0.52 Medium effect 
CRT 0.31 Small effect 
SCAT Score 1.21 Large effect 
SCAT Severity 0.76 Negligible effect 
Frequent Amplitude 0.58 Medium effect 
Frequent Synchronization 0.04 Negligible effect 
Frequent Timing 0.65 Medium effect 
Frequent Connectivity 0.43 Medium effect 
Target Amplitude 0.26 Small effect 
Target Synchronization 0.35 Small effect 
Target Timing 0.76 Large effect 
Target Connectivity 0.35 Small effect 
Novel Amplitude 0.27 Small effect 
Novel Synchronization 0.45 Medium effect 
Novel Timing 0.11 Negligible effect 
Novel Connectivity 0.30 Small effect 
Axon Processing Speed 0.92 Large effect 
Axon Attention 0.32 Small effect 
Axon Learning 0.10 Negligible effect 
Axon Working Memory Speed 0.45 Medium effect 
Axon Working Memory 
Accuracy 
0.10 Negligible effect 
Average number of errant 
tones 
0.31 Small effect 
Average percent accuracy 0.71 Medium effect 
Average reaction time 0.50 Medium effect 
FCZ P3a amplitude 1.26 Very Large effect 
CPZ P3a amplitude 0.65 Medium effect 
CPZ P3b amplitude 0.65 Medium effect 
PZ P3b amplitude 1.11 Very Large effect 
FCZ N2 amplitude 0.57 Medium effect 
FZ N2 amplitude 0.41 Medium effect 
FCZ P3a latency 0.46 Medium effect 
CPZ P3a latency 0.20 Small effect 
CPZ P3b latency 0.20 Small effect 
PZ P3b latency 0.16 Small effect 
FCZ N2 latency 0.78 Large effect 
FZ N2 latency 0.66 Medium effect 
Relative size of Cohen’s d231: 
Negligible effect (>=-0.15 and <0.15) 
Small effect (>=0.15 and <0.40) 
Medium effect (>=0.40 and <0.75) 
Large effect (>=0.75 and <1.10) 
Very large effect (>=1.10 and <1.45) 
Huge effect (>1.45) 
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4.8 Conclusion 
In conclusion, concussed high school football athletes did not differ negatively from their 
pre-season assessments during any of the post-concussion clinical assessments. However, 
concussed athletes demonstrated smaller P3a amplitudes during post-season testing, suggesting 
that the participants did not display initial deficits following concussion, but upon returning back 
to participation and at the conclusion of football deficits were present with difficulty differing 
between stimuli and deficits in resource allocation. Furthermore, all participants demonstrated a 
prolonged P3a latency at post-season suggesting deficits were present to stimulus categorization. 
Lastly, the lack of significance to clinical assessments may be likely due to lack of power and 
small sample size. Further analysis will include a larger sample size and additionally incorporate 
symptom severity correlations.  
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Future Directions 
5.1 Conclusion 
In conclusion, the purpose of these studies was to monitor brain activity following 
repeated head impacts associated with a season of high school football and furthermore to 
monitor recovery patterns following a subsequent concussion. In all, participation in one season 
of high school football did not demonstrate negative brain activity patterns and cognitive 
function declines. Further, when differences were noted, significant improvements were found 
throughout the testing time points. These improvements are theorized to be associated with 
benefits of physical activity and sport participation, and outweigh any negative effects of 
repeated head trauma. Despite, the lack of negative effects associated with repeated head impacts 
in one season of football, cumulative effects following multiple years of head impact exposure is 
unknown and reducing the overall number of head impacts may diminish late life cognitive 
impairments. 
Furthermore, recovery patterns following a concussion did not differ from pre-season 
clinical assessments.  These results suggest that once a concussed athlete was asymptomatic, no 
deficits were found compared to pre-season testing scores. Further, post-season deficits were 
present, suggesting that upon returning back to participation following a concussion, attentional 
deficits were found during post-season. This suggests that although the concussed athlete may be 
recovered following a concussion, continued exposure to repeated head impacts may present 
post-season cognitive deficits at the conclusion of the season. In all, further research is needed to 
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monitor concussion recovery patterns immediately post-injury and continue throughout the 
remainder of a football season to track cognitive function.  
5.2 Future Directions 
Future research will incorporate monitoring the effects cumulative head impacts impose 
on cognitive function from the beginning of a playing career. Starting monitoring at a young age 
will allow researchers to calculate the number of head impacts sustained throughout a playing 
career and how those impacts affect cognition. More specifically, analyzing current data based 
on academic year, may demonstrate deficits as athletes progress through playing careers and 
increase playing time. Further, a longitudinal study will allow researchers to map how cognitive 
function changes as a result of past sport participation while controlling for head impact 
exposure. Research has shown cognitive deficits in athletes with a concussion history, therefore, 
further analyzing the study based on concussion history exposure, may eliminate any factors as a 
result of a previous concussion and focus on the effects sub-concussive head impacts impose on 
cognitive function. Lastly, using a more difficult task or dual task during testing may highlight 
further deficits that may be present as a result of head impact exposure. Further research will 
continue to monitor the effects repeated head impacts impose of brain health and monitor 
neurophysiological changes that are present during sport participation. Further understanding 
brain development through adolescents will help enhance the effects associated with repeated 
head impacts.  
Future research will continue to monitor recovery patterns following a concussive injury. 
Monitoring recovery patterns during a more specific window (24 hours, 72 hours, 5 days, 
asymptomatic, 1 month, 6 months and 1 year post injury) may further outline the recovery 
pattern following concussion and gain a better understanding into brain activity during recovery. 
Furthermore, monitoring metabolic recovery through blood draws or magnetic resonance 
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spectroscopy while monitoring brain activity through ERP, and common clinical assessment 
measures will be able to enhance the ability to monitor concussion recovery and make 
appropriate RTP decisions. Lastly, future research will analyze current data based on concussion 
history, and replicate with a larger sample size to include 72-hour post concussion time points.  
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